Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District
210 West Spencer Avenue, Suite B • Gunnison,
Colorado 81230 Telephone (970) 641-6065 •
www.ugrwcd.org

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AGENDA - REGULAR MEETING
Monday, April 25, 2022
MISSION STATEMENT
To be an active leader in all issues affecting the water resources of the Upper Gunnison River Basin.

5:30 p.m. 1.

Call to Order

5:32

Agenda Approval

p.m. 2.

5:35 p.m. 3.

Consent Agenda Items: Any of the following items may be removed
for discussion from the consent agenda at the request of any Board
member or citizen.
• Approval of March 28, 2022 Minutes
• Monthly Budget Summary
• Consideration of Expenses

5:40 p.m. 4.

Legal and Legislative Matters

5:50 p.m. 5.

Presentation by Brian Stevens, BLM – Forest and Watershed
Health/Potential Treatments (North Powderhorn Project)

6:20 p.m. 6.

Break

6:35

Basin Water Supply Update

p.m. 7.

6:40 p.m. 8.

General Manager, Staff and Committee Updates
• Treasurer’s Report
• General Manager’s Update
• Watershed Management Planning Committee
• Wet Meadows Program Update
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•
•
•
•

Education & Outreach Update
Taylor Local User’s Group Update
o April 7 Meeting Summary
Scientific Endeavors
Gunnison River Festival Update

7:40 p.m. 9.

Miscellaneous Matters
• Gunnison Energy Production - Solar Panels
• Current Gunnison River Spreadsheet
• Newspapers and Other Water Articles

8:05

Citizens Comments

p.m. 10.

8:10 p.m. 11.

Future Meetings

8:15 p.m. 12.

Summary of Meeting Action Items

8:20 p.m. 13.

Adjournment

Note:
This agenda is subject to change, including the addition of items or the deletion of items at any time. All times are
approximate. Regular meetings, public hearings, and special meetings are recorded, and action can be taken on any item. The
Board may address individual agenda items at any time or in any order to accommodate the needs of the Board and the
audience. Persons with special needs due to a disability are requested to call the District at (970) 641-6065 at least 24 hours
prior to the meeting.
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AGENDA ITEM 3
Consent Agenda Items

Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District
Regular Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, March 28, 2022
The Board of Directors of the Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District (UGRWCD)
conducted a regular meeting on Monday, March 28, 2022, at 5:30 p.m. in the District office, 210
West Spencer Avenue, Suite B, Gunnison, CO, 81230 and via Zoom video/teleconferencing.
Board members present: Sara Bergstrom, Joellen Fonken, Rebie Hazard, Stacy McPhail (via
Zoom), Julie Nania, Bill Nesbitt, Michelle Pierce, Don Sabrowski and Andy Spann.
Board members absent: Rosemary Carroll and John Perusek
Others present:
Cheryl Cwelich, UGRWCD Watershed Programs Coordinator
Sonja Chavez, UGRWCD General Manager
Hannah Cranor, Gunnison County Ag Producer
Jeff Derry, Center for Snow and Avalanche Studies
Jesse Kruthaupt, Trout Unlimited
John McClow, UGRWCD Legal Counsel
Steve Pope, Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association
Beverly Richards, UGRWCD Water Resource Specialist
Jill Steele, UGRWCD Accountant
Sue Uerling, UGRWCD Administrative Asst./Communications Support Specialist
1.

CALL TO ORDER

Board President Michelle Pierce called the meeting to order at 5:32 p.m.
2.

AGENDA APPROVAL

Director Rebie Hazard moved and Director Julie Nania seconded approval of the agenda
as circulated. The motion carried.
3.

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS

Director Joellen Fonken moved and Director Sara Bergstrom seconded approval of the
consent agenda. The motion carried.
4.

LEGAL MATTERS
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EXECUTIVE SESSION
The Board of Directors went into Executive Session to discuss a maximum indirect cost recovery
rate for consultants.
Director Bill Nesbitt moved and Director Joellen Fonken seconded approval to come out of
Executive Session. The motion carried.
Director Bill Nesbitt moved and Director Andy Spann seconded approval of a new Subsection 5.0.3, in the District’s financial and procurement policy on Consultant Indirect Cost
Recovery Rates as follows: The maximum indirect cost rate that an outside consultant can
recover from the District is 18% of direct billed costs (not including fringe). The motion
carried.
Legal Counsel John McClow referred to the summary of legislative bills included in the Board
packet and said there were no new water bills in the last three weeks.
Director Sara Bergstrom asked for further clarification regarding SB22-115 concerning a
landowner’s liability. John said that the bill clarifies the meaning of terms related to landowner
liability and declares that court decisions should not be relied on regarding third-party criminal
conduct based upon whether the goods or services offered by a landowner are controversial; and
that a landowner could be held liable as a substantial factor in causing harm without considering
whether a third-party criminal act was the predominant cause of that harm. He said the District’s
interest in the bill arises from its ownership interest in Lake San Cristobal and Meridian Lake
Reservoir.
Director Joellen Fonken thanked Counselor McClow for the material on Lake Powell and Glen
Canyon Dam. John noted that since the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) has never operated Glen
Canyon Dam at elevations this low before, they are guessing how the generators will be
impacted at an elevation of 3,490 acre-feet. He also said current projections for Lake Powell are
based on currently anticipated runoff that will take place this spring, which is subject to change.
Director Don Sabrowski asked why BOR is making releases from Lake Powell to Lake Mead,
even though Lake Powell is so low that it is a threat to the hydropower generators. John said
these releases are part of their normal operations to meet the Upper Basin’s obligations under the
Colorado River Compact.
John also pointed out that the late Summer 2021 releases from Blue Mesa Reservoir (and
releases from Flaming Gorge) should have been “shepherded” and they were not. John said the
BOR has apologized for this and has made a verbal commitment that they will track this better
should additional releases need to be made. John noted, however, that the BOR may seek an
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additional releases from Flaming Gorge to try to protect elevation 3,525 in Lake Powell. John
noted that since this water would be delivered outside of the priority system, then it would need
to be shepherded and at this time, the BOR is still working out the details of how this would be
accomplished.
Director Julie Nania noted that if special releases are later requested and there is not plan
solidified for shepherding, at what point should the District push back a little more against
making those releases?
5.

MEET STEVE POPE, GENERAL MANAGER OF UVWUA

Steve Pope, General Manager of the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association, introduced
himself and shared a little about his background. General Manager Pope noted that the UVWUA
Board of Directors is echoing what the UGRWCD Board has already expressed about possible
special releases and concerns over runoff projections. Steve noted that his biggest frustration is
the inability to ratchet back operations quickly enough based on the forecasting they receive
from BOR. He feels there needs to be a collective approach among all water managers to
address shortages.
Steve feels the snowpack is “okay” this year, at least better than last year, but that since “the
bucket (Blue Mesa) is empty, this gives everyone cause for concern.” He did note that thanks to
the monsoonal rains received last July and August, the soil moisture might be a little better this
year in the Uncompahgre Valley.
Steve reviewed a number of water efficiency/improvement projects planned by the UVWUA and
noted that the cost on many of these has increased significantly and therefore his Board is not
100 percent behind them. He noted that the cost of pipe for several projects alone has increased
two and a half times since the initial bids were received and that delivery is more than 24 weeks
out, which makes it very difficult to even complete projects.
Steve noted that he received the thirty-percent design report for the Taylor Park Hydro Power
development project for review and comment. He is anxious to see this project go forward as he
said the costs are also increasing for this project as time passes.
Steve noted that spring operations through the Gunnison Tunnel would begin this week and that
it would take about a week for it to be “fully-charged.” He said this will help meet the needs of
the ag producers in his valley who need water to get crops started. Director Bill Nesbitt asked
Steve if it would be possible to have the UGRWCD Board tour the Gunnison Tunnel and Steve
said perhaps we can schedule a joint meeting of the UVWUA and UGRWCD Boards, including
a tour of the tunnel, as some of his Board have not toured the tunnel either.
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6.

DINNER BREAK

7.

DUST ON SNOW PRESENTATION BY JEFF DERRY.

Jeff Derry of the Center for Snow and Avalanche Studies gave a Power Point presentation about
the 2022 water year Dust on Snow Program. Jeff thanked the District for its longtime financial
commitment to the Dust on Snow Program.
Director Joellen Fonken asked Jeff if he thinks we are headed towards another Dust Bowl. Jeff
noted that in general, dust has been on the increase in our area since the 1990’s. He said that
high elevation lake samples show that dust is increasing and that microplastics have even been
discovered in people’s bloodstream.
Jeff said his organization is researching the possibility of receiving annual funding from the state
through the approval of a line item within the state budget.
8.

BASIN WATER SUPPLY UPDATE

Water Resource Specialist Beverly Richards said not much has changed since she wrote the
update for the Board packet, except that the snowpack has dropped from 117 percent to 105
percent as of today.
9 a.

TREASURER’S UPDATE

Treasurer Bill Nesbitt reported that not a lot has changed since his last report. He noted that the
Federal Home Loan Bank is looking at making more funds available for mortgages, which might
be worth looking into when and if the investments become available. He said that there is still a
lot of interest in US Treasuries from large investors around the world. He said the District has no
investments coming due until later in 2022. There was some discussion about whether there
were any banks in the Gunnison or Colorado River Basin with competitive CD rates. Bill said he
has checked at several locations and no one in the area is offering any competitive rates. It was
agreed that Bill will meet with General Manager Sonja Chavez to talk about potential
investments going forward.
9 b.

GENERAL MANAGER’S, COMMITTEES AND STAFF UPDATES

General Manager Sonja Chavez referred to her Memorandum in the packet and noted the
following:
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•

•

•

•

•

Colorado Airborne Snow Measurement (CASM) partners were approved for a $1.9M
grant from the CWCB for CASM flights in all critical mountain watersheds, including the
Upper Gunnison Basin. The total cost for the comprehensive CASM program is $15M
annually. Director Bill Nesbitt asked who funds all of this and Sonja said she would get
back to him with the specifics.
The District facilitated its first Gunnison Valley Water SMART group meeting on March
1. Water Resource Specialist Beverly Richards has developed a spreadsheet to better
track the various water projects being planned by the municipalities and other Water
SMART partners so that then we can better their needs and the role that the District can
play in providing support.
Sonja briefly reviewed the District’s “Joint Party Status filing” for the Homestake Pitch
Uranium Mine proposal with the Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC). She also
reported that she has been appointed to the WQCC by Governor Polis and that her
appointment is scheduled for confirmation by the state legislature this Thursday, March
31.
As Steve Pope reported earlier, Sonja said the District also received the thirty-percent
design report for the Taylor Park Hydro Power Development project and she has no
major concerns.
Sonja said the District is moving forward with the June 2022 Water Conference, which
will be called the Upper Gunnison River Basin Water Roundup (or just “Roundup”) to be
held June 9 and 10th at the I-Bar Ranch. Sonja is hoping for 100-150 participants for the
inaugural event, which will lead into the Gunnison River Festival.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE UPDATE
President Michelle Pierce said Jennifer Kermode, director of the Gunnison Valley Regional
Housing Authority (GVRHA), gave a presentation to the committee on March 1 about their
housing programs. Michelle said Jennifer reported that based on a report completed in 2016 for
the GVRHA, Gunnison would need an additional 960 homes by 2020, and this didn’t happen.
Director Stacy McPhail said that Jennifer told the committee that if the District decides to go
forward with its own housing assistance program, this would not invalidate or disqualify any
applicants for the District program from also applying to any GVRHA program.
TAYLOR LOCAL USER’S GROUP
Director Don Sabrowski said that as Chair of TLUG, he hopes to remind and emphasize to the
TLUG representatives that although the group makes flow recommendations to the UGRWCD
that the UGRWCD Board can approve, modify or reject final recommendations of the TLUG if
they are not consistent with the Stipulation or decree. Both the TLUG proposal and the
UGRWCD proposals would be taken to the Four Parties in this situation who make the final
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decisions about releases and operations. Don noted that the Stipulation spells out that the yearend target storage for high water years is 75,000 acre-feet for Taylor Reservoir. So far this year,
2022 is predicted to be an average water year, which means the year-end target storage is 70,000
acre-feet for October. At the March 7 meeting, TLUG Representative Ernie Cockrell said he
wants TLUG to specify a temporary year-end target of 73,000 acre-feet for now. The group
decided to keep the flows at 73 cfs until the April 7th TLUG. Don pointed out that the reservoir
was developed to provide water for all users, as well as to keep the health of the river, and not
intended to store water that could be put to beneficial use upon reasonable request of a water
user. Don intends to encourage the group to leave the 70,000 year-end storage target alone and
just continue to take a conservative approach. Director Joellen Fonken asked if the Colorado
Parks and Wildlife Division were part of the TLUG Group. General Manager Sonja Chavez
answered “no” but that Dan Brauch and the CPW staff are invited to attend all meetings and
often do provide regular input on the health of the fishery.
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
General Manager referred to the Forest and Watershed Health and WMP Committee meeting
minutes from the March 9th and March 14th meetings, respectively.
GRANT COMMITTEE
Water Resource Specialist Beverly Richards gave a Power Point presentation on behalf of the
Grant Committee briefly reviewing all of the applications and funding recommendations. The
District received 15 applications with funding requests totaling $346,016, over $146,000 more
than the $200,000 that was included as a line item in the 2022 District budget. Director Bill
Nesbitt noted that he was pleased to see the District leveraging outside funding with District
grant dollars at 9:1 and what a great way to use taxpayer dollars for making water resource
improvements. Director Julie Nania said it was exciting to see so many of the applications came
out of the WMP process as it has been a big lift and a lot of work for the District.
General Counsel John McClow noted that the funding for the grant application for the East River
Number 1 Break Project should be pulled out of the overall grant funding motion so that Director
Andy Spann could recuse himself from the voting, since he is a direct benefactor of that grant.
Therefore, the motions were made as follows:
1.
Grant Committee Chair Joellen Fonken motioned for approval of the Grant
Committee’s 2022 recommendations to award District Grant funds in the amount of
$173,920 (contingent upon staff receipt of identified additional information), not to include
the East River Number 1 Break Project. The motion carried.
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2.
Grant Committee Chair Joellen Fonken motioned for approval of the Grant
Committee’s 2022 recommendation to award District Grant funds in the amount of $26,071
to the East River Number 1 Break Project. Director Andy Spann recused himself from the
vote. The motion carried.
3.
Grant Committee Chair Joellen Fonken motioned for approval of the Grant
Committee’s recommendation to transfer the final $22,101 available from unused District
grant funds (2015-2020) for use in this cycle. The motion carried.
4.
Grant Committee Chair motioned for approval of the expenditure of $50,000 from
the Engineering Fund Set-Aside available from unused District Grant funds (2015-2020)
for this cycle. The motion carried.
5.
Grant Committee Chair motioned for approval of the expenditure of $33,900 from
the District Non-Operating Budget Line Item 47, Basinwide Planning – WMP
Implementation for this cycle. The motion carried.
WET MEADOWS PROGRAM UPDATE
Watershed Programs Coordinator Cheryl Cwelich referred to her memorandum in the packet and
noted that the UGRWCD Wet Meadows Restoration and Resiliency Building Program
(WMRRBP) submitted a grant concept paper to Greater Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) on
February 17, 2022. The concept paper was accepted by GOCO and the District will now move
forward with a full Planning & Capacity grant request proposal of $158,100.
Director Joellen Fonken asked if this grant application would compete with the GOCO
application being submitted for improvements at the Gunnison River Whitewater Park. Cheryl
said “no,” that this application was in the category of “planning and capacity” and not
“improvements.”
Director Bill Nesbitt moved and Director Andy Spann seconded approval of Resolution
2022-01 in support of the GOCO Grant as outlined in Exhibit B included in the packet.
EDUCATION AND OUTREACH UPDATE
Administrative Asst./Communications Support Specialist Sue Uerling referred to her update in
the Board packet and said she had no further updates at this time. Director Bill Nesbitt said that
he was pleased to see the media coverage of the District’s distribution of the “Drop” books to
Gunnison Elementary School first graders. He also noted that the District distributed the
remainder of the previous book “Water” to the first graders in Crested Butte and Lake City in
November 2021, when Covid protocols did not allow for in-person distribution.
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS UPDATE/LONG LAKE UPDATE
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Director Rosemary Carroll was not in attendance to provide an update on Scientific Endeavors.
Director Carroll did, however, send an email noting she attended the latest Long Lake meeting
on March 1st. In brief, John Mugglestone ran this meeting. He presented new signage for user
etiquette and the proposed trail system. Trail Colorado approached the Crested Butte Land Trust
(CBLT) to help teach volunteers how to do trail construction. This training is scheduled for June
18-20, 2022. Training will be in combination with six agencies/non-profits and CBLT expects
20-25 people. There were discussions on trail design and if bikes should be allowed, with
emphasis on supporting commuters and hand cycles. However, no consensus was reach with
regard to both. CBLT did obtain a grant for noxious weed removal. The Long Lake working
group will likely meet two-times per year moving forward.
GUNNISON BASIN ROUNDTABLE (GBRT) UPDATE
Director Bill Nesbitt reported that Nancy Fishering has joined the GBRT as the representative
from the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association Board. Bill noted that Sonja did put
forward comments to the group about the need for shepherding emergency releases. He said the
group was very vocal about the BOR’s insensitivity to the timing of the releases from Blue
Mesa. Everyone thought they could have waited until after Labor Day so as not to disrupt the end
of the season at Blue Mesa. Bill said Andy Mueller of the Colorado River District gave a nice
presentation about the study on the western slope Demand Management Market Framework (as
was provided in the February Board Meeting Packet). The GBRT will also continue to meet at
the Delta County Commissioners conference room until further notice. General manager Sonja
Chavez said they did approve one grant application from Jesse Kruthaupt, Trout Unlimited, for
Hot Springs Reservoir and a letter of support to the CWCB for another project on the Blue Ditch
which is located in the lower Gunnison basin.
GUNNISON RIVER FESTIVAL UPDATE
Director Joellen Fonken reported that the Festival plans are coming along. She said the “official
rules” for fishing at Mergleman’s Pond were being developed and would be included in the
festival presentations.
10.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

President Michelle Pierce referred to the regular monthly reports included in the packet; the
Gunnison Energy Report, Gunnison River Spreadsheet and the News Articles, and asked if there
were any questions. None were raised.
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Director Julie Nania asked if any District Board members would be interested in assuming her
role on the Gunnison Basin Roundtable Board as she is finding the time commitment to be
challenging.
11.

CITIZEN COMMENTS

No citizen comments were received.
12.

FUTURE MEETINGS

A listing of upcoming meetings was included in the Board packet.
13.

SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS

General Manager Chavez will incorporate the Consultant Indirect Cost Recovery Rates into the
District financial policy document.
General Manager Chavez and Director Bill Nesbitt will meet regarding potential future
investments for the District.
14.

ADJOURNMENT

President Michelle Pierce adjourned the March 28, 2022 board meeting at 8:41 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

___________________________
John Perusek, Secretary
APPROVED:

___________________________
Michelle Pierce, President
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AGENDA ITEM 4
Legal and Legislative Matters

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
COLORADO GENERAL ASSEMBLY
2022 REGULAR SESSION
April 15, 2022
This report summarizes bills of interest to the District introduced in the General Assembly in
this session and reviewed by the Legislative Committee. The links connect to the full text of the
bills as introduced. Updates from the March 17 Report are printed in red. When amendments to
the bill as introduced are substantial, a link to the amendment is provided.
HOUSE BILLS
HB22-1012 CONCERNING HEALTHY FORESTS, AND, IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH, CREATING THE WILDFIRE MITIGATION AND RECOVERY GRANT
PROGRAM.
House sponsors: Cutter and Valdez D., Lynch, Snyder Senate sponsors: Ginal and Lee, Story
Wildfire Matters Review Committee. Section 1 of the bill creates the wildfire mitigation
and recovery grant program (grant program) in the Colorado state forest service (forest service)
to provide grants to help counties with forested areas prevent and recover from wildfire
incidents and ensure that such efforts are undertaken in a manner that reduces the amount of
carbon that enters the atmosphere. In expending grant money, a county, to the extent
practicable, shall ensure that biomass that is removed from forests is recycled or disposed of in a
manner that reduces the amount of carbon that enters the atmosphere.
The forest service shall administer the grant program and, subject to available
appropriations, award grants out of money annually appropriated to the forest service for the
grant program. The forest service shall review grant applications in consultation with the
division of fire prevention and control in the department of public safety and with the Colorado
forest health council in the department of natural resources.
The grant program is repealed, effective September 1, 2028. Before the repeal, the grant
program is scheduled for a sunset review by the department of regulatory agencies.
Section 2 schedules this review.
Status: 01/12/22 Introduced in House, Assigned to Energy & Environment
02/17/22 Referred amended to Appropriations
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: MONITOR
CWC State Affairs Committee position: Monitor

HB22-1151 CONCERNING MEASURES TO INCENTIVIZE WATER-WISE
LANDSCAPES, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, CREATING A STATE
PROGRAMTO FINANCE THE VOLUNTARY REPLACEMENT OF IRRIGATED
TURF.
House Sponsors: Catlin and Rogers

Senate Sponsors: Bridges and Simpson

The bill requires the Colorado water conservation board (board) to develop a statewide program
to provide financial incentives for the voluntary replacement of irrigated turf with water-wise
landscaping (turf replacement program). The bill defines water-wise landscaping as a waterand plant-management practice that emphasizes using plants with lower water needs. Local
governments, certain districts, Native American tribes, and nonprofit organizations with their
own turf replacement programs may apply to the board for money to help finance their turf
replacement programs. The board will contract with one or more third parties to administer one
or more turf replacement programs in areas where local turf replacement programs do not exist.
Amended to include language encouraging defensible space to reduce wildfire risk; modify
funding language.
Status: 02/04/2022 Introduced in House, Assigned to Agriculture, Livestock & Water
02/28/2022 Refer amended to Appropriations
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: SUPPORT
CWC State Affairs Committee position: Support

SENATE BILLS
SB22-114 CONCERNING FIRE SUPPRESSION PONDS.
Section 1 of the bill makes legislative findings and declarations.
Section 2 allows a board of county commissioners (board) to apply to the state engineer for the
designation of a pond as a fire suppression pond. The director of the division of fire prevention
and control (director) in the department of public safety is required to promulgate rules to
establish criteria for boards, in consultation with fire protection districts, to use to identify and
evaluate potential fire suppression ponds. For each pond that is identified and under
consideration as a potential fire suppression pond, a board must provide notice of such fact to
the state engineer and to interested parties included in the substitute water supply plan
notification list established for the water division in which the pond is located. Section 2 also
prohibits the state engineer from draining any pond: !
•
•
•

While the pond is under consideration for designation as a fire suppression pond;
If the state engineer has designated the pond as a fire suppression pond;
On and after the effective date of the bill, and until the date upon which the director
promulgates rules, with exceptions.
Section 2 also states that a fire suppression pond and the water associated with it:
• Are not considered a water right;
• Do not have a priority for the purpose of determining water rights; and
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•

May not be adjudicated as a water right.

Section 3 requires the state engineer to review applications received from boards and, at the
state engineer's discretion, designate ponds as fire suppression ponds. An application is
presumed to be approved if the state engineer does not respond to the application within 63
days after the application is received by the state engineer. The state engineer may not designate
any pond as a fire suppression pond unless the pond existed as of January 1, 1975. Section 3 also
allows the state engineer to impose reasonable requirements on a board as a condition of
designating a pond as a fire suppression pond and requires a board and a fire protection district
to inspect a fire suppression pond at least annually. The designation of a pond as a fire
suppression pond expires 20 years after the date of the designation. Before the expiration, the
board and the fire protection district must perform a needs assessment of the pond. If the needs
assessment demonstrates that the pond is in compliance with criteria established in the
director's rules, the board and fire protection district shall notify the state engineer of such fact,
and the state engineer shall redesignate the pond as a fire suppression pond. If the needs
assessment demonstrates that the pond is not in compliance with the criteria, the board and fire
protection district may either:
• Notify the state engineer that the designation of the pond as a fire suppression pond
should be rescinded or allowed to expire; or
• Provide to the state engineer a plan and a timeline for bringing the pond back into
compliance with such criteria.
Section 4 states that the designation of fire suppression ponds by the state engineer does not
cause material injury to vested water rights.
Amended to add and redefine criteria.
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/leg.colorado.gov/2022A/amendments/SB114_L.003.pdf
Status: 02/03/2022 Introduced in Senate, Assigned to Agriculture & Natural Resources
03/03/2022 Refer amended to Appropriations
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/leg.colorado.gov/2022A/amendments/SB114_L.003.pd
03/18/2022 Refer amended to Senate Committee of the Whole
03/30/2022 Second reading passed with amendments
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/leg.colorado.gov/2022A/amendments/SB114_L.009.pdf
04/01/2022 Third reading passed with amendments
04/01/2022 Introduced in House – Assigned to Agriculture, Livestock & Water
04/11/2022 Refer amended to Appropriations
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: SUPPORT
CWC State Affairs Committee position: 04/11/2022 Motion to support fails. No position.
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SB22-115 CONCERNING CLARIFYING CERTAIN TERMS AS THE TERMS RELATE
TO A LANDOWNER'S LIABILITY.
Senate sponsors: Jaquez Lewis and Gardner

House sponsors: Soper and Tipper

The bill clarifies the meaning of terms related to landowner liability and declares that the
Colorado court of appeals and supreme court decisions in Rocky Mountain Planned
Parenthood, Inc. v. Wagner should not be relied upon to the extent that those decisions
determined:
• The foreseeability of third-party criminal conduct based upon whether the goods or
services offered by a landowner are controversial; and
• That a landowner could be held liable as a substantial factor in causing harm without
considering whether a third-party criminal act was the predominant cause of that harm.
Status: 02/03/2022 Introduced in Senate, Assigned to Judiciary
02/16/2022 Refer to Consent Calendar Senate Committee of the Whole
02/22/2022 Senate Second Reading Passed – No Amendments
02/23/2022 Senate Third Reading Passed – No Amendments
02/23/2022 Introduced in House – Assigned to Judiciary
03/09/2022 Refer Amended to House Committee of the Whole
03/15/2022 House Second Reading Passed with Amendments
03/16/2022 House Third Reading Passed – No Amendments
03/18/2022 Senate considered House amendments; concur; repass
04/07/2022 Governor signed
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: SUPPORT
CWC State Affairs Committee position: Support
SB22-029 CONCERNING WATER SPECULATION IN THE STATE
Senate sponsors: Coram and Donovan, Bridges, Jaquez Lewis House sponsor: McCormick
Water Resources Review Committee. Section 1 of the bill prohibits a purchaser of
agricultural water rights that are represented by shares in a mutual ditch company from
engaging in investment water speculation. Investment water speculation is the purchase of
agricultural water rights that are represented by shares in a mutual ditch company in the state
with the intent, at the time of purchase, to profit from an increase in the water's value in a
subsequent transaction or by receiving payment from another person for nonuse of all or a
portion of the water subject to the water right.
On or after January 1, 2023, the state engineer or the state engineer's designee (state
engineer) may investigate complaints of investment water speculation. If a purchaser holds, or
by virtue of a proposed sale or transfer, will hold at least a minimum percent of the shares in a
mutual ditch company, about which minimum percent the mutual ditch company must
determine and notify the state engineer on or before December 31, 2022, there is a rebuttable
presumption that the purchaser is engaged in investment water speculation. The state engineer
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may fine a purchaser up to $10,000 for a violation and require, for a period of up to 2 years after
a fine has been imposed, that any sale or transfer of shares in a mutual ditch company to the
purchaser be subject to approval by the state engineer.
If the state engineer believes that a complaint is frivolous or was filed for the purpose of
harassing a seller or purchaser, the state engineer may refer the matter to the attorney general's
office for the attorney general or the attorney general's designee (attorney general) to investigate
and, if the attorney general determines that enforcement is warranted, bring a civil action in a
court of competent jurisdiction alleging the complaint is frivolous or was filed for the purpose of
harassment. If the attorney general prevails in the civil action, the court may fine a complainant
up to $1,000, prohibit the complainant from filing any complaints alleging investment water
speculation for up to one year, and grant attorney fees and court costs.
Section 2 requires the board of directors of a mutual ditch company to determine the
minimum percent of agricultural water rights held by all of the shareholders in the mutual ditch
company that a purchaser holds or, by virtue of the sale or transfer of shares in the mutual ditch
company, will hold that creates a rebuttable presumption that the purchaser is engaging in
investment water speculation.
Section 3 authorizes the attorney general to bring a civil action against a complainant if
the state engineer refers the matter to the attorney general.
Status: 01/12/2022 Introduced in Senate, Assigned to Agriculture & Natural Resources
Senator Donovan has created a “strike below” amendment that rewrites the bill text entirely.
Drafts have not been released. It will be heard by Senate Agriculture & Natural Resources on
April 21.
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: OPPOSE
CWC State Affairs Committee position: 04/04/2022 Oppose
SB22-126 CONCERNING A REQUIREMENT THAT THE COLORADO WATER
CONSERVATION BOARD PRIORITIZE WATER STORAGE IN THE SOUTH PLATTE
RIVER BASIN IN CHOOSING PROJECTS TO FINANCE WITH MONEY FROM THE
COLORADO WATER CONSERVATION BOARD CONSTRUCTION FUND.
Senate Sponsors: Sonnenberg and Donovan, Kirkmeyer, Lundeen, Scott, Simpson,Woodward.
House sponsor: Holtorf
The Colorado water conservation board (board) finances water projects throughout the state.
Current law requires the board to prioritize projects that will increase the beneficial
consumptive use of Colorado's undeveloped compact-entitled waters. The bill includes within
this priority a specific priority for projects that increase or improve water storage in the South
Platte river basin as a means of increasing the beneficial consumptive use of undeveloped water
entitled under the South Platte river compact and in a manner that reduces reliance on
transmountain diversions.
Amended to add language to legislative declaration; amends the priority language to direct
funding priority to “projects that will increase the beneficial consumptive use of Colorado's
undeveloped compact-entitled waters, including the South Platte River.”
5

Status: 02/04/2022 Introduced in Senate, Assigned to Agriculture & Natural Resources
02/24/2022 Refer Amended – Consent Calendar to Senate Committee of the Whole
03/01/2022 Senate Second Reading Laid over to 03/07/2022 – No Amendments
03/07/2022 Senate Second Reading Laid over to 03/14/2022 – No Amendments
03/14/2022 Senate Second Reading Laid over to 03/21/2022 – No Amendments
03/21/2022 Second Reading passed with amendments.
03/22/2022 Third reading passed – No Amendments
03/23/2022 Introduced in House – Assigned to Agriculture, Livestock &Water
03/28/2022 Committee on Agriculture, Livestock & Water – postpone indefinitely.
UGRWCD Legislative Committee position: OPPOSE
CWC State Affairs Committee position: 03/28/2022 Oppose
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INTRODUCTION
Roger Hill asked a court to rule that the State, not Mark Warsewa
and Linda Joseph, owned some land under the Arkansas River because,
Hill claimed, the river was navigable when Colorado became a state.
Therefore, he argued, the state of Colorado owned the riverbed, and he
could use it as a member of the public. In addition, relying on the same
theory, he sought a “declaration … that [Warsewa and Joseph] have no
right to exclude [him] from wading in the Arkansas river at the subject
location.” First Am. Compl. ¶ 64.
The district court correctly found that Hill lacked standing to
bring either claim and that Hill had failed to state a claim for which
relief could be granted under Rule 12(b)(5). Although the court of
appeals concluded that Hill lacked standing to quiet title in the name of
the State, it still concluded that he had standing to seek a declaratory
judgment that relied on the same theory.
This decision was wrong and, absent resolution by this Court,
creates an unworkable process that threatens to upset long-settled

arrangements governing water and river access. Special and important
reasons support granting review here because the court of appeals
decided the standing question not in accord with applicable decisions of
this Court and created an unworkable process that calls for the Court to
exercise its power of supervision.
ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
Whether an individual has standing to seek a declaratory
judgment that a river segment was navigable for title at statehood and
belongs to the State.
OPINION BELOW
The State seeks review of Hill v. Warsewa, 20CA1780 (Jan. 27,
2022).
JURISDICTION OF THE SUPREME COURT
This Court has jurisdiction to grant certiorari review under C.A.R.
49. This Court granted the State’s motion for an extension of time until
April 11, 2022 to file this Petition.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Upon admission to the Union, title to the bed of any navigable
river passed to the State, while title to the beds of non-navigable rivers
remained with the United States. PPL Montana, LLC v. Montana, 565
U.S. 576, 589–91 (2012). No river within the State of Colorado was
declared navigable at statehood, so title to all riverbeds remained with
the United States when Colorado became a State in 1876.
The United States has conveyed its title to non-navigable
riverbeds to other owners through federal patents. Such a patent
conveyed the land at issue, including a segment of the Arkansas
riverbed, that now belongs to Warsewa and Joseph. CF, p. 133.
Roger Hill wants to fish on this segment of the river. After trying
to fish without permission and being aggressively refused, he sued
Warsewa and Joseph, claiming that a court could order that the
riverbed belonged to the State and, as a member of the public, he had a
right to use it.
Hill argues that he has standing to claim that Warsewa and
Joseph’s property belongs to the State because he is a member of the
3

public who, under his theory, could use the riverbed and because he
faced aggressive efforts to remove him from the property. Hill filed suit
against the landowners seeking an order “quieting title and decreeing
that title to the disputed property is held exclusively by the state of
Colorado in trust for the public.” First Am. Compl. ¶ 75. Hill also sought
a declaratory judgment that the landowners “have no right to exclude
Plaintiff Hill from wading in the Arkansas River at the subject location”
because the “Arkansas River is navigable for title at this location” and
thus the “bed of the Arkansas River at this location is therefore public
land owned by the state of Colorado in trust for the public.” Id. ¶¶ 62–
64.
This case has a complicated procedural history that does not bear
on our request for certiorari. The proceedings directly below provide the
relevant background. See Hill v. Warsewa, 2020CA1780 (Jan. 27, 2022),
¶¶ 6–10.
The state district court found that Hill lacked standing because he
failed to show that he had a legally protected interest and failed to
plead facts sufficient to support his claim for quiet title. CF, pp. 249–54.
4

Hill appealed the district court’s decision to the court of appeals. CF, pp.
262–66. The division reached two separate conclusions.
First, the court held that Hill had no claim to title and therefore
lacked a legally protected interest in that title. Thus, he lacked the
standing necessary to quiet title in the name of the State. Hill, ¶ 21.
But the division then held that Hill had standing to seek a declaratory
judgment that Warsewa and Joseph could not exclude Hill from the
riverbed because title passed to the State at statehood. Id. ¶ 28.
According to the court of appeals, Hill alleged a particularized injury to
a legally protected interest sufficient to confer standing for the
declaratory judgment action since he, not the public, wanted to fish on
Warsewa and Joseph’s property and had been threatened by them. Id. ¶
27.
PRESERVATION AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The court of appeals’ decision granting Hill standing is reviewed
de novo. Barber v. Ritter, 196 P.3d 238, 245 (Colo. 2008). Additionally,
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this issue was preserved at both the district court level and the court of
appeals.
REASONS FOR GRANTING REVIEW
I.

The Writ Should Be Granted Because the
Opinion Will Upset Settled Practice and
Expectations.

The court of appeals’ decision will cause significant disruption. It
expands standing doctrine substantially, upends settled expectations
and long-standing practices, and creates asymmetric incentives that
reduce the likelihood of fair and accurate decisions.
A.

The court of appeals erred in its
interpretation of the law.

The court correctly determined that Hill lacked standing to quiet
title in the State’s name, Hill, ¶ 21, but then wrongfully found that Hill
could seek a declaratory judgment reaching nearly the same result. Id.
¶ 28.
If the appellate decision remains, Hill has standing to require a
court to determine whether this segment of the Arkansas River was
navigable at statehood, and if so, to prohibit Warsewa and Joseph from
6

excluding Hill from the riverbed. Such a judgment in Hill’s favor would
effectively grant the same relief as Hill sought in the quiet title claim.
The court of appeals’ holding wrongly expands standing by
applying a broader approach for declaratory judgment actions than
exists for the underlying claim. Plaintiffs cannot manufacture standing
by adding a claim for a declaratory judgment when they lack standing
to bring the underlying claim.
This limitation on standing helps ensure that courts do not “under
the pretense of an actual case, assume powers vested in either the
executive or the legislative branches of government.” Wimberly v.
Ettenberg, 570 P.2d 535, 538 (Colo. 1977). The requirement of showing
standing “distinguishes those particularly injured by government action
… from members of the general public, whose interests are more remote
and who must address their grievances against the government through
the political process.” Reeves-Toney v. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 2019 CO 40, ¶
23. If the longstanding Colorado approach to determining ownership of
riverbeds is to change, that process rightly belongs to the political
process in the executive or legislative branches.
7

This concern has particular force when the lawsuit seeks to
determine whether the state itself owns property. Having courts force
such a determination without the state’s consent bypasses the political
process and would require the court to consider a series of challenging
issues discussed below that courts are not particularly well situated to
make.
B.

This lawsuit is part of a coordinated
effort to disrupt settled agreements for
the use of state rivers.

Statements by Hill and his counsel make clear that this is not a
one-off action by a private individual, but is rather a concerted effort to
assert navigability across the State and disrupt settled agreements for
the use of our state’s rivers. Hill’s attorneys have conceded that this suit
is intended to create a procedure forcing courts to “‘determine
navigability’ for every river and stream in Colorado.” Jason Blevins,
Colorado appeals court reviews river access, right-to-wade debate, THE
COLORADO SUN, (Feb. 14, 2022, 4:00 AM), https://coloradosun.com/
2022/02/14/colorado-appeals-court-river-right-to-wade/ (quoting Hill’s
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attorney). Hill himself has acknowledged that his case will have
“staggering implications.” Id.
By empowering any member of the public to force a court to
determine whether a river segment was navigable for title, this decision
allows for strategic deployment of interest groups to sue individual
landowners, who usually will not have the resources to fully defend the
fact-intensive claim about whether a segment of a river was navigable
150 years ago. One of the many challenges a landowner might face is
proving river conditions at the time of statehood. Post-statehood
construction of significant water infrastructure to move water between
river basins, along with increasing domestic and agricultural water use,
means that water flow today does not necessarily correspond with
historic water flow. The analysis of historic conditions throughout a
river basin would likely be inconsistent if different landowners were
required to respond to piecemeal claims that individual segments were
navigable for title at statehood.

9

C.

The opinion threatens statewide
collaborative efforts providing public
fishing access.

The court of appeals’ opinion will undermine statewide
collaborative efforts to ensure public access to streams and rivers while
respecting private property rights. Through the efforts of the State of
Colorado and its federal partners, public fishing access is plentiful on
the Arkansas. From the river’s headwaters to the City of Pueblo—a
stretch of water that includes 102 miles of “Gold Medal” trout fishing—
about 70% of land along the river is open to public fishing access. See
Colo. Parks & Wildlife, Upper Ark. River Fish Survey and Mgmt. Date,
p. 1, available at https://bit.ly/2LUilP4. The Arkansas Headwaters
Recreation Area—which covers 152 miles of the river—is collaboratively
managed by Colorado Parks and Wildlife, the United States Bureau of
Land Management, and the United States Forest Service. U.S. Dep’t of
Interior, Colo. Parks & Wildlife, and U.S. Forest Serv., Ark.
Headwaters Recreation Area Final Mgmt. Plan & Envt’l Assessment, p.
1-13 (2019), available at https://cpw.state.co.us/placestogo/parks/
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ArkansasHeadwatersRecreationArea/Documents/Admin/Publications/A
rkRivMgmtPlan.pdf.
Those state and federal partners have worked together to increase
fishing access, delineate private land boundaries, and increase public
education about public access to the river. One major purpose of those
efforts is to reduce the potential for conflicts like this one. E.g., id., pp.
1-22 (explaining that a goal of the recreation area is to “[k]eep impacts
of recreation use and conflicts between recreationists, other land users
and public and private landowners in a manner consistent with existing
policies and laws”). The court of appeals’ opinion disrupts these efforts,
giving individuals a tool to upset those long-settled and carefully
balanced rights and dictate policy to both the state and federal
governments.
D.

The opinion will upset almost 150 years
of settled expectations for landowners.

No river in Colorado has ever been declared navigable for title at
statehood by a court. And historically, only states have sought such a
declaration that a river was navigable at statehood, which Colorado has
11

never done. See PPL Montana, LLC, 565 U.S. 576; United States v.
Utah, 283 U.S. 64 (1931); Alaska v. United States, Complaint, (No. 3:1cv-00221-JMK) (Oct. 6, 2021), available at https://gov.alaska.gov/wpcontent/uploads/sites/2/Koyukuk-Complaint-as-filed.pdf (Alaska seeking
to quiet title in its own name to portions of the beds of the Koyukuk
River, Bettles River, and Dietrich River). Since statehood, the settled
expectation has been—absent a decision by a state to act otherwise—
federal ownership of the riverbed, then private ownership—an
expectation that Hill seeks to upset.
E.

The opinion will upset settled
expectations for water rights holders.

Current water rights holders have negotiated ditch and headgate
easements under the belief that the riparian landowner had the sole
authority to convey that easement. Hill’s success on the merits could
leave owners of irrigation structures unable to continue diverting water
and could have significant consequences for water rights across the
state. Similarly, Hill’s success on the merits would impact owners of
land under on-channel reservoirs. Property decisions were made
12

assuming that the land beneath the reservoir was properly conveyed.
But if a river is declared navigable at statehood, those who acquired the
land underneath that river might discover that they never acquired it
since the riverbed was never private property. Such a decision could
have monumental consequences for water rights in Colorado and could
lead to significant litigation challenging existing property rights.
F.

The opinion encourages dangerous
behavior.

Finally, the court of appeals’ reliance on the fact that Hill has
standing because he suffered an injury to a legally protected interest as
a result of trespassing would encourage others to trespass to acquire the
necessary injury to confer standing and pursue suits against private
landowners, particularly if they know another party has succeeded on a
similar claim.
Each of these reasons, on their own, provide strong reasons
supporting certiorari. But taken together, these reasons show the
urgent need for this court to reverse the court of appeals’ decision and
reaffirm long-standing rules of standing that do not allow individuals to
13

force courts to resolve claims when the plaintiff possesses no legally
protected interest.
II.

The Writ Should Be Granted Because the
Opinion Incorrectly Applies the Law of Standing
for Generalized Grievances.

A plaintiff cannot litigate generalized grievances held in common
with the public. City of Greenwood Village v. Petitioners for Proposed
City of Centennial, 3 P.3d 427, 437 (Colo. 2000). A plaintiff must show a
particularized injury to a legally protected interest to ensure “that
courts do not decide abstract, generalized grievances.” Town of Erie v.
Town of Frederick, 251 P.3d 500, 504 (Colo. App. 2010).
Taxpayer standing in Colorado stands as the exception to the rule
that a generalized grievance does not provide standing. Under taxpayer
standing, “a plaintiff must establish an injury relevant to her status as
a taxpayer.” Reeves-Toney, ¶ 30. Because taxpayer standing serves as
the lone exception to the generalized grievance rule, any other person
suing, including Hill because he does not assert taxpayer standing,
must show he or she has a legally protected interest that is not shared
with the general public.
14

The court of appeals incorrectly concluded that Hill had asserted
an injury to a legally protected interest particular to himself because
only he had been threatened with violence when trespassing on
Warsewa and Joseph’s property. Hill, ¶ 27. While the threats of violence
might lead to a tort claim against Warsewa and Joseph, those threats
do not affect who may bring a claim to quiet title in the land. The relief
that Hill seeks would be just as beneficial to any other member of the
public who wished to fish or wade in the portion of the Arkansas River
passing through Warsewa and Joseph’s property, and the injury
suffered by Hill is an injury that any other member of the public could
be expected to suffer by wading in the river on the same property. Thus,
Hill cannot transform a legally protected interest from generalized to
particularized by trespassing when the injury remains the same as any
other person would incur by trespassing. Ultimately, his injury, and any
legal interest he may possess, remains one shared with the public. The
Court should grant certiorari to make clear that when a plaintiff asserts
a generalized grievance, that plaintiff cannot gain standing by incurring
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an injury that any member of the public would incur in similar
circumstances.
III. The Writ Should Be Granted Because the
Opinion Creates Poor Public Policy.
The court of appeals determined that Hill could not quiet title in
the name of the State, Hill, ¶ 21, but the effect of the division’s decision
allows him to do just that. Hill’s success on the merits requires a
determination that a segment of the Arkansas River was navigable for
title at statehood. Thus, any other person who could establish standing
would use the judgment to claim the right to wade belonged to them too,
ultimately reaching the same result as allowing Hill to quiet title in the
first place.
Additionally, the Court of Appeals decision creates significant
confusion by failing to address what a judgment in Hill’s favor would
mean for both the landowners and the State. Hill seeks only a judgment
that Warsewa and Joseph cannot exclude him. But, as noted above, any
such judgment requires a determination that the Arkansas River was
navigable for title at statehood. Because the State is a party to this
16

litigation, other members of the public would likely claim the judgment
binds the State as to everyone. This outcome is indistinguishable from a
ruling that title passed to the State in 1876. This result contravenes the
court of appeals’ conclusion that Hill could not quiet title in the name of
the State and undermines the title of any other person similarly
situated to Warsewa and Joseph. The Court should grant certiorari to
address this untenable outcome under which Hill is permitted, as a
practical matter, to quiet title in the name of the State.
The court of appeals’ opinion also rewards trespassing. The court
of appeals determined that Hill suffered a particularized injury,
because he had been personally threatened for trespassing on the
landowners’ property, and therefore has standing. Hill, ¶ 27. Had he
not trespassed, and instead filed suit preemptively, he would have
lacked standing and been unable to bring suit. Both lower courts and
even Hill seem to agree that without the trespass Hill would lack
standing. See CF, pp. 261 (The District Court concluding that
“[w]hatever right plaintiff might possess in accessing the disputed
riverbed he shares with all members of the public.”); Hill, ¶ 27 (noting
17

that whatever right of access Hill may possess is shared with the
general public, but “there is no indication that all members of the public
have been threatened with physical harm and prosecution for trespass
[and t]hus, Hill’s claim is not a generalized or abstract claim, but a
particularized one”); Opening Br., p. 26 (“Mr. Hill’s individualized,
particularized, and concrete injury sets Mr. Hill apart from the public
at large and makes this a real dispute between the parties ripe for
judicial determination.”). Therefore, anyone who seeks to gain wading
rights on another person’s property will be encouraged to violate
property rights in a similar manner as Hill.
Finally, this Court has determined that the “primary purpose of a
declaratory [judgment] . . . is to provide a ready and speedy remedy, in
cases of actual controversy, for determining issues and adjudicating
legal rights, duties, or status of the respective parties, before
controversies with regard thereto lead to the repudiation of obligations,
the invasion of rights, and the commission of wrongs.” People ex rel.
Inter-Church Temperance Movement of Colo. v. Baker, 297 P.2d 273, 277
(Colo. 1956) (emphasis added). Thus, declaratory judgments are limited
18

to those cases when such a declaration would help resolve a legal issue
before a wrong has to be committed. See Rule 57(k) (concluding that the
Rule’s purpose is to “afford relief from uncertainty and insecurity with
respect to rights, status, and other legal relations”). Hill should
therefore be unable to pursue a declaratory judgment as his standing to
pursue the judgment relies on the fact that he has already committed a
wrong.
CONCLUSION
The State requests that this Court grant the Petition for Writ of
Certiorari.
PHILIP J. WEISER
Attorney General
/s/ Eric Olson
ERIC R. OLSON, 36414*
Solicitor General
SCOTT STEINBRECHER, 36957*
Assistant Deputy Attorney General
DANIEL E. STEUER, 35086*
Senior Assistant Attorney General
OLIVIA PROBETTS, 56785*
Assistant Attorney General Fellow
*Counsel of Record
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AGENDA ITEM 5

Brian Stevens, BLM, North Powderhorn Project

AGENDA ITEM 6
BREAK

AGENDA ITEM 7
Basin Water Supply Report

MEMORANDUM
TO:

UGRWCD Board Members

FROM:

Beverly Richards, Water Resource Specialist

DATE:

April 18, 2022

SUBJECT:

Basin Water Supply Information

The information supplied as part of this memorandum is a monthly feature and includes information about
drought conditions in the basin, reservoir storage, reservoir operations, and the Upper Gunnison
Cloudseeding Program.
Drought Conditions:
According to the Drought Monitor at drought.gov as of April 5, 2022, drought conditions have remained
basically the same as the March report. A total of 32% of the State is now in Severe (D2) to Exceptional
(D4) conditions which is an improvement from the March report in the D2 and D3 categories; however, a
very small portion (.13%) of the state in the southeast corner is now experiencing Exceptional drought
conditions. Based on current forecasts Exceptional drought conditions could increase over the next few
months, particularly in the southeastern part of the State.
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Gunnison County
Drought conditions in Gunnison County have changed just a bit from the March 8 report. Currently, 29%
of the county is experiencing Abnormally Dry (D0), 41% in Moderate (D1), and 30% in Severe (D2)
drought conditions.
Hinsdale County
As with Gunnison County, drought conditions in Hinsdale County have remained basically the same since
March 8, 2022. As of April 5, 42% of the county is experiencing Moderate (D1) and 58% is experiencing
Severe (D2) drought conditions.
Saguache County
Of the three counties, Saguache County is the only one that has experienced any significant change in their
drought conditions since March 8. In March, 88% of the county was experiencing Severe (D2) conditions
and 12% was Extreme (D3). These number have changed with 99% now experiencing Severe (D2)
conditions and 1% in the Moderate (D1) category, with no areas experiencing (D3) conditions.
Precipitation in the area for the past seven days has been almost non-existent, ranging from .01 to .5 inches
in most of all three counties. In Saguache County, there were areas in the southwestern and eastern parts of
the county where precipitation ranged from .5 to 2 inches.
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The longer-term precipitation forecast indicates that the area of Gunnison, Hinsdale and Saguache counties
and much of the southern part of the State will have a 40 to 50% probability of below normal precipitation.
This is the 30-day forecast and is reflected in the image below.

Temperatures are forecasted to be above normal for the same period. This and the precipitation forecast
are good indications that evaporative demand will also be high. The 30-day forecast indicates that the
entire area will be in the ED3 evaporative demand index (EDDI), see image below. This is 95 to 98%
driest and encompasses the entire state. EDDI can offer early warning of agricultural drought, hydrologic
drought, and fire-weather risk by providing near-real-time information on the emergence or persistence of
evaporative demand in the region. A particular strength of EDDI is in capturing the signals of water stress
at weekly to monthly timescales, and this will be important as we move forward into the runoff season.

3
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Reservoir Storage
As of April 18, reservoir storage in the entire Gunnison Basin is at 58% of full. The reservoirs in the
Upper Gunnison Basin, Taylor and Blue Mesa, are at 54% and 29% respectively. This is reflected in the
tea-cup diagram below.

4
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Aspinall Unit Operations
This update was provided by the Bureau of Reclamation and is dated April 10, 2022.
The forecast for the next three months (April, May, and June) is projected to be 480,000 acre-feet of
unregulated inflow which is 86% of average, and for the water supply period (April-July) the projections
are for 530,000 acre-feet which is 83% of average. For the WY2022 the forecast predicts a total of
755,000 acre-feet of unregulated inflow or 84% of average. However, the projected maximum fill is
349,000 acre-feet which is 42% of average and Blue Mesa is projected to end the calendar year at 248,000
or 29% of average.
Releases from the Aspinall Unit were increased from 900 cfs to 1,200 cfs on April 13th, and then to 1,300
cfs on April 18th. These releases were increased as diversions to the Gunnison Tunnel continue to increase.
Currently, Gunnison Tunnel diversions are 1,000 cfs and flows in the Gunnison River through the Black
Canyon are near 350 cfs and these will continue for the foreseeable future.
Taylor Park Reservoir Operations:
The Bureau of Reclamation provided an update on Taylor Park Reservoir operations using the April 1
forecast from the Colorado Basin River Forecast Center (CBRFC). This forecast indicated that there will
be 96,000 acre-feet of runoff flowing into the reservoir which is 102% of average. This forecast puts the
year type in the Average Year category. Based on this year type, there is a requirement for a spring peak
release of 445 cfs for 5 days.
The preliminary operations plan indicates that the reservoir could receive 96,000 acre-feet in runoff which
is 102% of average. Through discussions with the Taylor Local Users Group, releases from Taylor Park
Reservoir continued at 70 cfs until April 15th but were increased on April 16th to 125 cfs to support rainbow
trout spawning. Below is the proposed preliminary operations plan following the April 7 TLUG meeting:
5
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April 1-April 15
April 16 – April 30
May 1- May 15
May 16 – May 31
June 1-June 15
June 16 – June 30
July 1-31
August 1-31
September 1-25
September 26-30
October 1-31

70 cfs
125 cfs
140 cfs
250 cfs
375 cfs
350 cfs
350 cfs
300 cfs
300 cfs
250 cfs
125 cfs

Based on this operation plan, the end of October storage in the reservoir is projected to be 70,050 acre-feet
which is approximately 90% of active storage.
Snowpack in the Taylor River watershed is at 100% of normal and March snow accumulation was at 82%
of average.
The next TLUG meeting is scheduled for May 5, 2022 at 10:00 a.m.
Lake San Cristobal Update:
The current elevation (April 18) for Lake San Cristobal is 8994.43 feet which is up slightly from the March
reading of 8,994.23. The flows out of the reservoir are currently at 28.7 cfs and the current flows at the
Lake Fork at Gateview are 78.8 cfs.
United Companies came the Lake San Cristobal Water Activity Enterprise (LSCWAE) Board to discuss
purchasing water from Lake San Cristobal to use for a paving project on Highway 149. The amount
proposed was a maximum of 35,000 gallons per day for a total of 25 days, or a total of 875,000 gallons or
2.68 acre-feet. The LSCWAE board agreed to accommodate this request upon payment of a fee which the
board determined by using the cost of augmentation base units as guidance. The total fee was set at
$2,990, which is broken out below.
54 base units @ $55.00 = $2,970.00
Administration fee = $20.00
TOTAL = $2,990.00
United Companies agreed to this amount and an invoice was submitted for payment.
Lake Powell Update:
The current update was provided on April 15, 2022, on the Glen Canyon Dam Operations page provided by the
Bureau of Reclamation.

The Upper Basin Drought Response Operations Agreement (DROA) provisions to protect a target
6
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elevation at Lake Powell of 3,525 feet have been incorporated into the January 2022 24-Month Study.
These include an adjusted monthly release volume pattern for Glen Canyon Dam that will hold back a total
of 0.350 million acre-feet (maf) in Lake Powell from January through April. There are continued
discussions when and how that same amount of water will be released later in the water year. The annual
release volume from Lake Powell for WY2022 will continue to be 7.48 maf. If future projections indicate
the monthly adjustments are insufficient to protect Powell’s elevation, Reclamation will again consider
additional water releases from the upstream initial units of the Colorado River Storage Project later this
year.
The unregulated inflow volume to Lake Powell during March was 3.29 thousand acre-feet (kaf) which is
55% of average. The release volume from Glen Canyon Dam in March was 5.74 kaf. The end of March
elevation and storage of Lake Powell was 3,523.13 feet which is 177 feet from full pool and 5.81 maf or
24% of live capacity. The April anticipated release is 5.01 kaf, the May anticipated release is 5.99 kaf, and
the June anticipated release is 6.78 kaf.
The forecast for WY2022 unregulated inflow to Lake Powell, issued on April 5, 2022, by the Colorado
Basin River Forecast Center (CBRFC), projects that the most probable unregulated inflow volume this year
will be approximately 6.31 maf which is 66% of average. Based on the current forecast of 6.31 maf
unregulated inflow, projections are that Lake Powell elevation will end the water year near 3,522.72 feet
with approximately 5.79 maf in storage which is 22% of capacity. This information is based upon early
projections and there is significant uncertainty at this point in the season.
Cloudseeding Report (North American Weather Consultants; NAWC) & SWE in the Snowpack:
According to the North American Weather Consultants report dated April 4, 2022, the month of March had
an active weather pattern across the Gunnison Basin. There were six storm seeded events during the month
with a total of 505.75 generator hours used which was 59% higher than February. This is reflected in the
graph below.

Graph of Operations to date-2021-2022
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The table below shows snow water equivalent for the water year as of April 1, 2022 at the five Blue Mesa
SNOTEL sites.

Measurement Site
Butte
Schofield Pass
Park Cone
Porphyry Creek
Slumgullion
Upper Gunnison
Basin %

Snow Water Equivalent (inch)
4-1-22
Percent of Average
12.6
97
36.5
123
11.2
117
16.1
105
10.7
79
104

Water Year Precipitation (inch)
3-1-22
Percent of Average
14.2
97
36.0
129
13.0
125
18.0
125
10.9
83
112

As of April 1, 2022, snow water equivalent in the Upper Gunnison Basin was above normal, with a basinwide average of 104%. Water year precipitation was also above normal, at an average of 112%. Both of
these percentages are down slightly from the March report.
Dust on Snow (Center for Snow and Avalanche Studies)
As of March, there were already several dust layers in the upper third of the snowpack. The Center for
Snow and Avalanche Studies reported on April 14, 2022 that a severe dust on snow event occurred on
April 11 from widespread high winds that were constant for three day. Snowstorms quickly followed the
dust and resulted in the dust being buried on top of the other layers. The dust should remain under snow in
the higher elevations and will be coming to the surface sooner in shallow snowpacks and exposed areas.
When all of the layers combine, the snow surface which is darker that has been seen in a good number of
years, particularly in the southern basins. The forecast for southern Colorado for the next week or so is
sunny with winds subsiding and temperatures increasing.

Spring Showers!
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AGENDA ITEM 8
Treasurer’s Report

AGENDA ITEM 8
General Manager and Committee Updates

MEMORANDUM
TO:

UGRWCD Board Members

FROM:

Sonja Chavez, General Manager

DATE:

April 19, 2022

SUBJECT:

General Manager, Committee, and Staff Updates

I. Treasurer’s Report (Director Nesbitt)
II. General Manager’s Update
Miscellaneous:
A. Joint Party Status filed for WQCC Regulation #35 Hearing: The Town of Crested
Butte (Town), Gunnison County (County), Coal Creek Watershed Coalition (CCWC),
High Country Conservation Advocates (HCCA), Northwest Colorado Council of
Governments Water Quality/Quantity Committee (QQ) and Upper Gunnison River District
submitted a Responsive Prehearing Statement as the “Upper Gunnison Parties” to the
Water Quality Control Commission (See Exhibit A attached). In summary the Upper
Gunnison Parties are in favor of:
1) The proposal submitted by Homestake Mining Company (HMC) (See Exhibit B) to
extend the temporary modification of the uranium water supply standard applied to
Marshall Creek. The District was not in favor of having water supply use standards for
surface waters suitable for potable water supply removed as there are existing water
supply uses and there remains potential for future water supply use and the removal of
a standard in order to avoid reclamation may be determined to be in conflict with the
Water Quality Control Act.
2) The request of Mt. Emmons Mining Company’s (MEMC) to extend the chronic
cadmium temporary modification applied to Coal Creek (April, May, and June) until
12/31/27, to delete the seasonal temporary modification for copper, and protect the
assimilative capacity in Coal Creek by renewing the Colorado Discharge Permit
System (CDPS) for Keystone Mine. Coal Creek is attaining the acute aquatic life
standard and the Keystone Mine WTP no longer has a predicted compliance issues due
to on-site improvements and recent reclamation work.
Upper Gunnison Parties have scheduled two planning meetings in anticipation and
preparation for the upcoming rulemaking hearing.
B. Grant Applications Pending & Congressionally Directed Spending Requests
The District has submitted multiple grant applications since the March meeting and has
written several letters in support of Congressionally Directed Spending (CDS) requests.

Summary of grant applications in support of District activities:
1) GOCO Grant Application in support of Wet Meadows ($158,100)
2) CDS request in support of Wet Meadows ($640,000)
3) U.S. FWS Call for Proposals in support of Wet Meadows ($955,158)
4) WaterSMART Drought Contingency Planning (DCP) Grant ($140,480)*
TOTAL: $1.9M
*The WaterSMART DCP grant application requires a board resolution in support of
the proposed project. A copy of the resolution will be provided at the April Regular
Meeting for board approval and signature after General Counsel has had a chance to
review.
BOARD ACTION REQUESTED: Signed resolution in support of the Upper
Gunnison River Basin Drought Contingency Plan.
Summary of letters of support submitted for Upper Gunnison basin projects:
1) Town of Crested Butte Lake Irwin Outlet Works Replacement
2) Town of Crested Butte Wastewater Treatment Plan Upgrade
3) Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory – Low Altitude Remote Sensing
Potential future grant applications:
1) WaterSMART Small Scale Irrigation Efficiency
2) Community Funding Partnership (Bundled Package Request)
3) Community Funding Partnership – Remote Sensing Detection of Harmful Algal
Blooms (HABs) in Blue Mesa Reservoir
4) Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment (CDPHE) – Source Water
Protection Planning grant request in support of Upper Gunnison Basin
municipalities.
C. Watershed Management Planning (WMP) Committee Update (Director McPhail)
The WMP Committee met on April 13, 2022. Meeting minutes are attached as Exhibit D.
The District is working on a project description in support of the wetland assessment and
mapping update project. We anticipate that the work effort will be below the $100,000
threshold requiring the release of a Request for Proposal (RFP) and above $10,000 amount
which requires that the District obtain at leads three bids and then bring the recommendation
to the board at the May meeting.
D.

Wet Meadows Update (Cheryl Cwelich, Watershed Program Coordinator)
See Wet Meadows Program update memorandum from Cheryl).

E.

Education and Outreach Update (General Manager Chavez)

Rotary Club President Daniel Bruce notified the District that they have officially canceled
the Rotary Fishing Tournament on May 7 and 8th due to low water in Blue Mesa
Reservoir. This tournament welcomes 150-200 participants annually and brings significant
economic activity to local hotels, restaurants, and downtown shopping centers.
In the past, Rotary has been able to load two boats at a time at the Marina dock and then the
smaller fishing boats have been able to load at other loading areas, like at Iola. Rotary
determined that with the low water levels still anticipated on May 7, they would only be
able to load one boat at a time from the Marina and most of the other loading areas will not
be deep enough for the smaller boats. In addition, the Marina did not think they would be
able to have staff available to help, as they have in the past, as they are trying to cut their
costs in anticipation of a shorter season. The District asked about the possibility of doing
the tournament later in the season during June peak runoff period, but Rotary indicated that
the participants have already booked themselves at other tournaments they typically count
on later in the season. Plus, this is a tournament for lake trout and apparently, the best time
to catch lake trout is right after ice/snow melt.
Rotary will be returning the $150,000 in funding that the District provided for the event.
We hope to be able to sponsor the tournament next year and will be keeping the activity as
part of our annual Education and Outreach Action Plan.
F.

G.
H.

Taylor Local Users Group (Director Sabrowski) – Verbal Update will be given by
Director Sabrowski. Draft meeting minutes attached as Exhibit C.
Scientific Endeavors Update (Director Carroll)
Gunnison River Festival Update (Director Fonken)

Exhibit A

BEFORE THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION
STATE OF COLORADO
IN THE MATTER OF CONSIDERATION OF THE ADOPTION OF REVISED WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS,
STANDARDS, AND DESIGNATIONS FOR MULTIPLE SEGMENTS IN THE SAN JUAN AND DOLORES RIVER
BASINS, REGULATION #34 (5 CCR 1002-34) AND GUNNISON AND LOWER DOLORES RIVER BASINS,
REGULATION #35 (5 CCR 1002-35)
RESPONSIVE PREHEARING STATEMENT FOR THE JOINT UPPER GUNNISON PARTIES: THE TOWN OF
CRESTED BUTTE, GUNNISON COUNTY, COAL CREEK WATERSHED COALITION, HIGH COUNTRY
CONSERVATION ADVOCATES, AND NORTHWEST COLORADO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS WATER
QUALITY/WATER QUANTITY COMMITTEE
The Town of Crested Butte (the “Town”), Gunnison County (the “County”), Coal Creek
Watershed Coalition (“CCWC”), High Country Conservation Advocates (“HCCA”), Northwest
Colorado Council of Governments Water Quality/Quantity Committee (“QQ”), and the Upper
Gunnison River Water Conservancy District (“UGRWCD”), collectively referred to as the
“Upper Gunnison Parties,” by and through the undersigned, respectfully submits this responsive
prehearing statement to the proponent’s prehearing statements regarding proposed revisions to
Regulation #35 (5 CCR 1002-35), including, but not limited to, the temporary modifications
applied to Coal Creek and Marshall Creek.
I.

COAL CREEK SEGMENT COGUUG12:1

A.
Extend temporary modifications for chronic cadmium and delete temporary
modification for copper.
The Upper Gunnison Parties support Mt. Emmons Mining Company (MEMC)’s request to
extend the chronic cadmium temporary modification applied to Coal Creek during April, May,
and June, until December 31, 2027 and to delete the seasonal temporary modification for copper.
As reported in MEMC’s proponent’s pre-hearing statement (PPHS),2 copper concentrations in
Coal Creek attain the acute aquatic life standard, and the Keystone Mine Water Treatment Plant
(Keystone WTP) no longer has a predicted compliance problem. Thus, the Commission should
delete the acute copper temporary modification. MEMC’s efforts to improve operations of the
Keystone WTP, recent waste rock reclamation work, and other on-site improvements that
eliminated the predicted compliance issue for acute copper are noteworthy.
Since acquiring the Keystone Mine Site in 2016, MEMC has improved operations at the
Keystone Mine WTP and improved conditions at other portions of the site. MEMC’s
commitment to improved operations is evident in the discharge data presented in Exhibit 4.e,3
reproduced herein as Table 1. This table shows that the maximum 30-day average concentrations
for cadmium, copper, and zinc decreased by 15, 109, and 27 percent, respectively. During the
same period, the daily maximum concentrations were reduced by 10, 111, and 40 percent for
cadmium, copper, and zinc, respectively (Table 1).
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The UGRWCD is primarily interested in the temporary modifications applied to Marshall Creek.
MEMC PPHS at 7.
3
MEMC PPHS, Exhibit 4.e, sheet titled “Summary Table April-June.”
2
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Table 1. Keystone Mine WTP effluent concentrations, predicted chronic and acute WQBELs, and percent reduction
in metal concentrations which are attributed to MEMC’s improved operation of the facility relative to US Energy’s
past performance (from MEMC PHS Exhibit 4.e).

B.

Delete seasonal temporary modifications for acute cadmium and chronic

zinc.
Metal concentrations in the Keystone Mine WTP have declined since 2016 and the current
cadmium and zinc concentrations in the Keystone Mine WTP effluent no longer support
temporary modifications for acute cadmium or chronic zinc. The highest daily maximum
cadmium concentration measured between 2017 and 2021 was 0.91 ug/L which is less than the
acute WQBEL of 1.01 ug/L computed using the current average hardness (Table 1). The 2017 to
2021 30-day average zinc concentration was 50 ug/L is less than the chronic WQBEL computed
with either of recent average hardness values (Table 1). Because the Keystone Mine WTP lacks a
demonstrated or predicted compliance problem for acute cadmium or chronic zinc, the Upper
Gunnison Parties request that these temporary modifications be deleted.
C.
The Division should protect assimilative capacity in Coal Creek by renewing
the Colorado Discharge Permit System (CDPS) permits at the Keystone Mine Site based on
current conditions
Two CDPS permits apply at the Keystone Mine site: the individual industrial stormwater permit
(COR040284) which has been on administrative renewal since October 2012, and the discharge
permit for the Keystone Mine WTP (CO003539) that was issued in 2008 and has been on
administrative renewal since August 2013. The current discharge permit relies on data collected
prior to 2008 and includes “report-only” limits rather than numeric permit limits.
Parties to a February 2016 Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU Parties”)4 have made
substantial progress to “collaboratively work to develop site-specific water quality standards for
Coal Creek” as directed in the MOU. Most notably, this collaborative effort has:
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Signatories include Mt. Emmons Mining Company (“MEMC”), the Colorado Department of Public Health and the
Environment (“CDPHE”), its Water Quality Control Division (“WQCD”) and Air Pollution Control Division
(“APCD”), Colorado Department of Natural Resources (“DNR”), and its Division of Reclamation Mining and
Safety (“DRMS”). The 2016 MOU outlines the tasks that the signatories will undertake to address the Keystone
Mine site in the Coal Creek Watershed. In accordance with these tasks, the parties have been working
collaboratively to develop water quality standards for Coal Creek. The Town of Crested Butte and Gunnison County
entered into a related Memorandum of Understanding with MEMC on July 20, 2021 (“2021 MOU”).
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•
•
•

Adjusted the boundary between segments 11 and 12 to better reflect changes in water
quality (primarily hardness) attributed to the effect of the Keystone Mine site on Coal
Creek.
Limited the use of temporary modifications to April through June; prior to 2017 the
temporary modifications applied year-round.
Removed the temporary modification for chronic copper in 2020.

Cumulatively, these efforts demonstrate that Coal Creek segment 12 has assimilative capacity
during much of the year. Coal Creek, like all reviewable waters in Colorado, deserves the
protections of that capacity provided by anti-degradation review and the permitting process,
including numeric limits.
In this collaborative effort, the parties have acknowledged that the permitting assumptions (e.g.,
flow and average hardness) may change during the next permit renewal. Because permitting
decisions directly influence a discharger’s eligibility for a temporary modification, the CDPS
permits at the Keystone Mine site should be renewed consistent with the “compliance with all
applicable environmental laws and regulations” and to assist with the effort to “find and
implement technical solutions to the environmental issues at the site” as directed by the MOU.
Recent revisions to the temporary modifications show that Coal Creek segment 12 may only
require site-specific standards for chronic cadmium during the months of April, May, and June
because the Keystone Mine WTP can attain predicted-WQBELs developed from the existing
aquatic life standards. Water quality improvement projects, including on-going work at the
Keystone Mine, the upstream Standard Mine, and the potential restoration of the Gossan in the
Coal Creek Watershed limit our current ability to develop site-specific standards. We agree with
MEMC’s assessment that understanding potential water quality changes in the Coal Creek
Watershed may take five years or longer.
In spite of uncertainties, the benefits of renewing the permit including an updated water quality
analysis consistent with current water quality conditions and permitting assumptions that applies
numeric limits to protect water quality far outweighs the “perceived cost” of renewing a permit
where a very limited number of water quality standards may change. Further, all water quality
standards are subject to review and permittees may request a permit modification should an
applicable water quality standard change. For all of the reasons provided above, the Upper
Gunnison Parties urge the Commission to direct the Division to renew the CDPS permits at the
Keystone Mine site as soon as possible.
II.

TEMPORARY MODIFICATION APPLIED TO MARSHALL CREEK
(SEGMENT COGUU21)5
A.

Extending temporary modification for uranium may be appropriate

The Upper Gunnison Parties do not oppose Homestake Mining Company’s (“HMC”) proposal to
extend the temporary modification of the uranium water supply standard applied to Marshall
Creek (COUGUG21). The extent to which man-made loading from the Pitch Mine, which drains
to Indian and Marshall creeks, is reversible is uncertain, and HMC has identified several
activities that may reduce uranium concentrations at the mine. For these reasons, it may be
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The Town is primarily interested in the temporary modifications applied to Coal Creek.
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appropriate to extend the uranium temporary modification applied to Marshall Creek. We look
forward to reading responsive prehearing statements from other parties to this rulemaking to
further understand the proposal and implications and may comment further on this proposal in
the rebuttal statement. This responsive prehearing statement focuses on future plans to remove
the water supply use on Marshall Creek (see Subpart B, below).
B.

Water supply use should not be removed in a future rulemaking

Upper Gunnison Parties are opposed to HMC’s plans to “continue to work on action items for
the potential removal of the water supply use on Marshall Creek including working with
Saguache County, landowners along Marshall Creek and residents in Sargents.” 6
The water supply use classification was assigned to Marshall Creek by the WQCC in 1981. In
2017 the Commission adopted the numeric water supply standard for uranium of 16.8 - 30 µg/L
for Marshall Creek. The water supply use classification should be maintained as there are
existing water supply uses and the potential for future water supply uses in the Marshall Creek
Basin. Further, it is inappropriate to limit water uses and future development in a watershed in
order to avoid reclamation obligations and allow for water quality degradation.
There are existing domestic water supply uses in the Marshall Creek Basin
Regulation 31 defines use classifications for surface waters in Colorado and at 31.13 states that
“Waters are classified according to the uses for which they are presently suitable or intended to
become suitable.” Regulation 31.13(1)(d) defines the domestic water supply use classification as
“surface waters. . . suitable or intended to become suitable for potable water supplies.” Marshall
Creek presently supports domestic water supply uses, with significant potential for future water
supply development in the Marshall Creek basin.
As noted by HMC, “Segment 21, Marshall Creek, has a water supply designated use, and
although there are no surface water intakes, there are groundwater wells in the Town of Sargents
(Sargents) that are used for water supply.”7 HMC also reported that some of the wells may meet
the criteria in the Division’s Alluvial Well Guidance which indicates water quality in those wells
may be influenced by Marshall Creek surface water and “there could be portions of the creek that
lose water to the alluvium at various times of year. Although the wells in Sargents do not appear
to be affected by Marshall Creek influences, the potential for Marshall Creek to lose water to the
alluvium cannot be ruled out completely.”8 Because there is evidence to suggest the alluvial
wells are hydrologically-connected to Marshall Creek, the best course of action is to retain the
water supply use in Marshall Creek to assure the existing use is protected. Eliminating a water
supply use is a drastic reduction in water quality protection.
There is the potential for future surface water supply development in the Marshall Creek
Basin
We disagree with HMC’s assertion that the proposed “activities together would remove the
possibility of new development along Marshall Creek and any new wells in the Marshall Creek
alluvium.”9 In fact, there is the potential for future development of water supply uses in Marshall
6
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Creek. Marshall Creek flows through federal public lands as well as through private lands in
unincorporated Saguache County, Colorado. Opportunities for water supply development exist
on both private and federal lands in the Marshall Creek Basin.
HMC describes efforts to restrict domestic water development in the Marshall Creek alluvium as
an apparent means to seek removal of the water supply use for Marshall Creek. HMC put an
ordinance before the Saguache County Commissioners that would prohibit future well
development adjacent to Marshall Creek and references a pending conservation easement that
would prohibit additional domestic development on lands owned by the Irby family. However,
even if these efforts are successful, other opportunities to develop water supply sources that are
hydrologically-connected to Marshall Creek remain. The proposed ordinance only prohibits the
drilling of wells in the alluvium; it does not prohibit the development of surface water diversions
from Marshall Creek that could be used as domestic water supply. Moreover, an ordinance can
be repealed at any time.
Sargents hosts both residential and commercial developments. It is plausible, if not probable, that
Sargents will eventually require a consolidated water treatment and delivery system to
accommodate future growth and to avoid potential water quality issues from wells interacting
with septic systems or to address concerns about the depletion of groundwater supplies. The
system may rely upon surface water from Marshall Creek.
Marshall Creek downstream of Indian Creek flows through United States Forest Service (USFS)
lands.10 Water supply diversions are frequently developed on USFS lands. This is particularly
common when development abuts USFS lands.
It is contrary to the Water Quality Control Act to restrict domestic water development to
remove the water supply use and avoid application of the water supply standard
The Water Quality Control Act has a “policy of encouraging water quality improvement where
feasible.”11 “Classifications should be for the highest water quality attainable.”12 The state should
“maintain those water classifications currently designated, unless it can be demonstrated that the
existing classification is not presently being attained and cannot be attained within a twenty (20)
year time period.”13 Reg. 31.6(2)(b) outlines conditions for determining nonattainability, none of
which include removing an existing use through human intervention. HMC is advocating to
restrict all future water supply uses in the basin to the bedrock aquifer rather than focusing on
treating water at the Pitch Mine site to improve water quality.
The uranium water supply standard is in the best interest of the public health
The uranium water supply standard was developed to prevent uranium from causing cancer and
the Commission’s intent to protect human-health is clear in the language used to define the
standard. Reg. 35.5 (3)(c) notes that “In no case shall uranium levels in waters assigned a water
supply classification be increased by any cause attributable to municipal, industrial, or
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HMC PPHS at 9.
Regulation 35 at 30.
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Regulation 31.6(1)(e).
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Regulation 31(6)(2) contemplates an “additional reason for revising classifications” that does not apply here,
where a reclassification may occur “where previous classifications had no basis in fact and did not reflect actual
beneficial uses. Such corrections to classifications shall not be considered downgrading.”
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agricultural discharges so as to exceed 16.8-30 µg/L or naturally-occurring concentrations (as
determined by the State of Colorado), whichever is greater.” Reg. 35.5(3)(c)(i) elaborates that:
The first number in the 16.8-30 µg/L range is a strictly healthbased value, based on the Commission’s established methodology
for human health-based standards. The second number in the range
is a maximum contaminant level, established under the federal
Safe Drinking Water Act that has been determined to be an
acceptable level of this chemical in public water supplies, taking
treatability and laboratory detection limits into account.
HMC notes that it “has made significant progress on resolving the uncertainty with the uranium
standard on Marshall Creek and is continuing to evaluate potential best management practices
(BMPs) that could be implemented at the Site.”14 The company also references other
opportunities for further progress, including the evaluation of other passive uranium reduction
technologies.15 HMC reports there are still opportunities for water quality improvements that will
reduce uranium loading in Indian and Marshall creeks.
To best protect public health, HMC should focus on activities to better understand and improve
water quality in Indian and Marshall creeks instead of prioritizing actions to remove the water
supply use on Marshall Creek.
HMC does not properly characterize man-made uranium sources
As the current owner, HMC is liable for all man-made pollutants at the Pitch Mine; this includes
man-made uranium sources created prior to HMC’s acquisition of the Pitch Mine. We encourage
HMC to avoid phrases such as “these impacts pre-date the open-pit mining conducted by
HMC”16 because such phrases do not accurately convey HMC’s responsibility to manage all
pollutants that originate at the Pitch Mine.
HMC’s activities may have implications for Tomichi Creek
Not only is the water supply standard appropriate for Marshall Creek, but it also a standard that
will not jeopardize water quality in Marshall Creek and Tomichi Creek, consistent with
Regulation 31.6(1)(c)(“[u]pstream classifications must not jeopardize downstream classifications
or actual uses.” HMC samples Marshall Creek upstream of the confluence with Tomichi Creek
in Sargents (SW-13). Uranium concentrations at SW-13 range from 20 to 65 μg/L, and peak
concentrations tend to occur during low flows.17 Marshall Creek periodically exceeds the
uranium water supply standards immediately upstream of the confluence with Tomichi Creek
which may cause Tomichi Creek to exceed the water supply standard for uranium.
Additional sampling should be conducted to better characterize uranium concentrations in
Marshall Creek and Tomichi Creek
The Upper Gunnison Parties recommend additional sampling events and locations during
baseflow conditions to better characterize uranium in Marshall Creek and Tomichi Creek.
According to the analysis completed by Homestake, “higher concentrations on Marshall Creek
14
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occur at lower flows, as Indian Creek contributes a greater percentage of the total flow during
low flow conditions.”18 To better characterize current conditions, we encourage the Commission
to require additional sampling events during low flow periods (e.g., September and winter
months), as well as additional sampling locations in Tomichi Creek.
To date, HMC has not provided any data to characterize uranium concentrations in Tomichi
Creek. Should HMC propose to remove the water supply use from Marshall Creek, which we
oppose, the Upper Gunnison Parties strongly recommend that the proposal include an assessment
of uranium concentrations in Tomichi Creek to demonstrate that downstream water supply uses
would be protected.
III.

WITNESSES

The following people may provide testimony on behalf of the Upper Gunnison Parties
Torie Jarvis, Director and Staff Attorney, NWCCOG/QQ
Ashley Bembenek, Executive Director, Coal Creek Watershed Coalition
Barbara Green, Town Attorney, Town of Crested Butte
Matthew Hoyt, County Attorney, Gunnison County
Julie Nania, Water Program Director, High Country Conservation Advocates
John McClow, General Counsel, Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District
Sonja Chavez, District Manager, Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District

Respectfully submitted this 6th day of April, 2022.

Torie Jarvis, #46848
NWCCOG Water Quality/Water Quantity Committee
PO Box 2308
Silverthorne, CO 80498
Phone: 970-596-5039
Email: qqwater@nwccog.org
Ashley Bembenek
Alpine Environmental Consultants LLC
379 Shavano St.
Crested Butte, CO 81224
18

HMC PPHS at 5.
7

Phone: 970-251-0029
Email: abembenek@yahoo.com
Barbara J. B. Green, #15022
Town Attorney, Town of Crested Butte
Sullivan Green Seavy, LLC
3223 Arapahoe Ave., Suite 300
Boulder, CO 80303
Phone: 303-355-4405
Email: barbara@sullivangreenseavy.com
Matthew Hoyt, #51792
Gunnison County Attorney
200 E. Virginia Avenue
Gunnison, CO 81230
Phone: 970-641-5300
Email: mhoyt@gunnisoncounty.org
Julie Nania, #44310
High Country Conservation Advocates
P.O. Box 1066
Crested Butte, CO 81224
Phone: 509-999-0012
Email: julie@hccacb.org
John H. McClow, #6185
General Counsel
Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District
210 West Spencer, Suite 2B
Gunnison, Colorado 81230
Phone: 970-641-6065
Email: jmcclow@ugrwcd.org
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Exhibit B
Homestake Mining Company - Proposal
Regulation 35 / Temporary Modification Hearing
June 13, 2022

Homestake Mining Company
Proposal

35.51

STATEMENT OF BASIS, SPECIFIC STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE; JUNE 13,
2022 RULEMAKING

The provisions of C.R.S. 25-8-202(1)(a), (b) and (2); 25-8-203; 25-8-204; and 25-8-402; provide the
specific statutory authority for adoption of these regulatory amendments. The commission also adopted
in compliance with 24-4-103(4) C.R.S. the following statement of basis and purpose.

Upper Gunnison River 21:
The Commission adopted an extension to the current condition temporary modification for total
recoverable uranium on Marshall Creek (Segment COGUUG21) from the confluence with Indian Creek to
the confluence with Tomichi Creek until December 31, 2027. Homestake Mining Company (HMC) has
been working diligently to resolve the uncertainty regarding the appropriate uranium standard on
Segment 21; however, it was anticipated that additional time would be needed to resolve the uncertainty
with the standard when the temporary modification was adopted. HMC has provided evidence that this
additional time is needed, has developed a new Plan to Resolve Uncertainty (PTRU), and has shown that
the temporary modification is still applicable. Current condition continues to be the appropriate standard
during the time of the temporary modification as setting the standard to the current ambient water quality
would not provide relief for the permittee during this timeframe.
HMC is conducting closure and reclamation activities at the Pitch Reclamation Site (Site) pursuant to
Division of Reclamation and Mining Safety (DRMS) regulations. The Site, a former uranium mine that
ceased operations in 1984, is the main source of uranium loading to Indian Creek (Segment
COGUUG20). Marshall Creek receives the uranium load from Indian Creek, which was assigned the
narrative Lowest Practical Level (LPL) standard for uranium in 2013. HMC has been evaluating
methodologies to control uranium loading to Indian Creek from the Site in order to define the LPL
standard within the given Site constraints including high elevation, lack of electricity, and seasonal
access. Ultimately, the definition of LPL is to be based on practical, sustainable solutions which protect
human health and water supply uses, with any associated methods to lower uranium concentrations on
Indian Creek also expected to reduce uranium concentrations in Marshall Creek.
HMC has demonstrated continued compliance problems with the proposed uranium permit limitation of 30
µg/L, set at the water supply standard for Segment 21. The median concentration at the outfall (SW-33)
between 2001 and 2016 was 1,080 µg/L, and more recently (2017-2021) the median concentration is 902
µg/L. HMC has also demonstrated significant uncertainty regarding the extent to which the existing water
quality is the result of natural and/or irreversible human-induced conditions as there is evidence of impact
from operations in the 1950’s and 1960’s, prior to HMC ownership. Water quality data that pre-dates
mining activity in the area is scarce, but available groundwater information, geologic information, and
hydrology point to natural concentrations that are higher in Indian Creek and Marshall Creek below the
confluence with Indian Creek, than in Marshall Creek above the confluence. With the ongoing

Homestake Mining Company - Proposal
Regulation 35 / Temporary Modification Hearing
June 13, 2022
investigations of how to define the LPL standard on Indian Creek, along with the rigid Site constraints,
there remains significant uncertainty regarding the extent to which the water quality on Indian Creek and
Marshall Creek is reversible. Due to the uncertainty of the level of water quality improvement in Marshall
Creek, the underlying standard may not be achievable, or the Commission may find it more appropriate to
implement a site-specific standard.
HMC has demonstrated progress in defining the LPL on Indian Creek and resolving the uncertainty on
Marshall Creek, including completing the following actions: continued investigations into phosphorus
injections into the mine pool to bind uranium; use of engineered treatment cells with various media to
reduce uranium concentrations; use of ion exchange technology as a passive means to treat surface
waters in select areas; evaluations of potential “hot spots” in the rock dumps; phosphorus injections into
the rock dumps; construction of diversions to minimize infiltration into mineralized zones and rock dumps;
evaluation of Marshall Creek hydrology; continued sampling of wells in the Town of Sargents;
investigations into the potential to redrill deeper wells for Sargents residents; continued instream water
quality sampling; working with the Saguache County Commissioners to restrict drilling of new alluvial
wells along Marshall Creek and; working with property owners along Marshall Creek to establish
Conservation Easements.
With the extension to the temporary modification, HMC has submitted a Plan to Resolve Uncertainty
(PTRU), which outlines the minimum actions that HMC will take during the temporary modification. The
PTRU includes: activities to determine and implement the actions that will be taken at the Site; continued
work to evaluate removal of the water supply standard; continued water quality monitoring to quantify any
potential improvements to water quality and; continued updates to the Division, EPA and the
Commission. It is important to note that actual water supply uses have been, and continue to be,
protected.
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Upper Gunnison River Water Conservancy District
MEMORANDUM
TO:

UGRWCD Board Members

FROM:

Taylor Local Users Group (TLUG)

DATE:

April 7, 2022

SUBJECT:

Taylor Local Users Group Meeting Notes

A TLUG meeting was held on Thursday, April 7, 2022 in-person and via Zoom
video/teleconference. Attending the meeting were the following TLUG
members:
Ryan Birdsey, representative for flat water recreation interests
Rory Birdsey, representative for Ernie Cockrell, Taylor Placer
Pete Dunda, representative for property owners (via Zoom)
Roark Kiklevich, representative for wade fishing interests
Don Sabrowski, UGRWCD Board representative and TLUG Chair
Mark Schumacher, representative for rafting/boating interests (via Zoom)
Andy Spann, representative for irrigation interests
Also present: Steve Anders (USGS); John Bocchino (Riffle and Rise LLC); Dan
Brauch (CO Parks and Wildlife); Dustin Brown (Scenic River Rafting); Ryan
Christensen, (BOR); Steve Cook (Crystal Creek HOA), Doug Forshagen (Crystal
Creek HOA); David Gochis (National Center for Atmospheric Research-NCAR);
David Hayes (Hayes Poznanovic Korver Water Law LLC); Bill Hollenbeck (Taylor
Park Dam Operator); Erik Knight (BOR); Steve Pope (UVWUA); Brock Sampson
(Fishing Guide); Taylor Scott (CO Parks and Wildlife) Ryan Unterreiner (CO
Parks and Wildlife) and Sonja Chavez, Cheryl Cwelich; Beverly Richards and
Sue Uerling (all UGRWCD staff)
Chair Don Sabrowski called the meeting to order at 2 pm. Don asked Beverly
Richards of the UGRWCD Staff to list the attendees both on the Zoom and in
person in the Board Conference Room.
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Chair Sabrowski reminded TLUG members that they are a “recommending
body” only and that as chair, he is responsible for taking TLUG
recommendations, which are determined by a consensus of all TLUG
representatives, to the UGRWCD Board for approval. The UGRWCD Board of
Directors then presents the recommendations to the Four Parties that make up
the governing body of the Taylor Exchange Agreement, which are the US
Bureau of Reclamation, the Uncompahgre Valley Water Users Association,
Colorado River Water Conservation District, and the UGRWCD.
Chairman Sabrowski then noted that participants attending the meeting from
the public should provide their input regarding flow requests to the individuals
representing their water user group of interest. He said they should call their
appointed TLUG representative before the meeting and talk to them about their
flow requests or needs and then their TLUG representatives can convey these
concerns at the meeting. Chair Sabrowski noted that the public comment
period will come AFTER final flow recommendations are agreed upon by a
consensus of the TLUG members. If someone from the public feels they are not
being heard by their representative, they can contact Don. Don did point out
that he is not a voting member and is only responsible for facilitating the
meetings and taking recommendations to the board.
Chairman Sabrowski then shared the position of the District regarding the
minimum storage objective and recommendation of releases. Don said the
District fully supports and agrees with the TLUG group’s desire to conserve
water early in the season. The District is fine with the TLUG group requesting
informal scenario planning worksheets for releases but wants the formal
operational plans to show the minimum storage objective number for the year
type stated in the amended Stipulation. The District spent a lot of time and
effort in developing the year types, end of year storage objectives, winter fish
flows and needs in consideration of ALL waters in the District. Don said the
District would never want to be wasteful of water and if no users are requesting
water as we progress through the year, then there is no reason to force a
release in order to meet the minimum storage objective. If a water user makes a
reasonable request for water and it is available for release, the District’s
position is that the water should be put to beneficial use while also not
exceeding the minimum storage objective.
Chairman Sabrowski noted that the latest revision of the meeting summary
from the March 7th, 2022 TLUG meeting was emailed to TLUG members and
stakeholders and asked if there were any comments or corrections. Rory
Birdsey said the minutes said that he attended the meeting representing the
Taylor Park Marina but that this should be his son, who goes by Rory J.
Birdsey. He also asked if the UGRWCD’s position that Don just reviewed could
be sent to TLUG members and stakeholders.
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Erik Knight from the Bureau of Reclamation presented the April 1 forecast from
the Colorado River Basin Forecast Center, which is still predicting 96,000-acrefeet maximum runoff during April through July 2022, which he noted is the
same as the March 1st forecast he presented at the last TLUG Meeting. Erik
said the main difference was they moved up a little bit of the runoff volume to
occur earlier in the season, but noted that it still falls into an “Average Year”
category.
Erik reported that the USGS had just been out to check on the gages and have
adjusted them slightly, so Erik said he will need to adjust the data, but that
the overall volume should only change slightly due to the gage adjustments.
Ryan Birdsey asked Erik why at the bottom of the Proposed Operations Table
on October 16-31 does the acre inflow number increase when the average
inflow is decreasing? Ryan asked that if this is an error, how would this affect
the end of month content? Erik said this looks like a computation error and
should not affect the final numbers, but he will check into this. Ryan also
asked about the numbers included on the Monthly Snow Accumulation chart
as his calculations are different than what is presented. Erik said that for the
“monthly” data, the numbers are actually collected just through the end of the
month, whereas he believes the “current season” data also includes the first
several days of April, so this is likely the difference.
Mark Schumacher asked if Erik had data on when the East River typically
peaks. Mark noted that if the five-day required “average year” release coincides
with the East River peak, then it becomes difficult for the boat fishing and
rafting community to get under the bridges. Erik said the five-days 445 cfs
release required by the Stipulation must happen sometime before June 30th of
this year, but that the five-day release can be moved to a different date prior to
June 30th if there is a good reason for doing so. Erik will check on the East
River’s peak flows and report back to the group.
David Gochis of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
presented data from WRF Hydro and noted that the Colorado River Basin
Forecast Center’s model was indicating 96,000 acre-feet of runoff while NCAR’s
model was indicating 81,800 acre-feet at this time. He said NCAR’s
measurement of snowpack is a little lower and that they are seeing a bit more
melt-out, especially at the lower elevations. He also indicated that the soil
moisture content heading into the year is on the extremely dry side and that
this could be part of the difference in the two models. David and Erik agreed
that their models will start to come closer to matching in May and June once
they have real melt-off data to plug into the models.
Andy Spann asked David if there was a way to calculate how much water
would be needed in order to get what is considered an “average” soil moisture
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content for a typical year. David said he can try to run that calculation to share
with the group.
Steve Anders with the USGS reported that his team had just been out to
inspect the gages and that the data provided is real-time data. He noted that
with the Texas Creek gage, they were able to reoccupy the site where the
previous gage had been so they will be able to compare new data with the
historical records from the previous gage. With the Willow Creek gage, they
determined that the gage site where a previous gage had been installed back in
the 1980-1990’s was not an optimal site for the gage. He said the new Willow
Creek gage is closer to the mouth and to the reservoir itself, which is more
ideal. He said it may be likely that there will be some discharge data that will
be outside the normal ranges of discharge and that these anomalies are
typically due to snow and ice build-up at the gage at this time of year, which he
can adjust. General Manager Sonja Chavez asked if the adjustments made at
the gage below Taylor Reservoir were due to the icing issues or if there was a
problem with the gage. Dave said that icing is not typically a problem at that
site as the water coming out of the reservoir is warmer unless there are very
cold winter conditions. He said the incorrect measurements could be due to
other factors such as algae or other conditions in the channel. USGS does
check these every six weeks and if measurements are off they try to correct the
situation within a day if possible.
Taylor Scott, an engineer for Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), reported that
the Spring Creek Reservoir outlet had been lined; they have added a new
service road to the outlet; and they installed instrumentation at the dam.
Taylor said that due to supply chain issues in the fall, they were not able to
fully complete the project in time for a final inspection before the end of the
year. He said the outlet is fully open for now and they are letting flows bypass
the dam. Taylor said they hope to install the new gates by May 23 and finish
the project by June 10, 2022. Taylor reported that they plan to fill the reservoir
very slowly, as a dam safety measure, and would like it to get to about 80
percent full this summer. He said they will not allow runoff to spill over the
dam as they have in the past.
Mark Schumacher asked when they will stock fish back in Spring Creek
Reservoir. Dan Brauch of the CPW said they would like to restock as soon as
possible and will keep an eye on the reservoir for when it has filled enough to
safely release fish. Mark asked if they planned on releasing any brown trout
and Dan replied that for now, they just plan to stock with “catchable” rainbow
trout (measuring 10 inches in length) and with any fish that had been cut off
upstream.
Chair Don Sabrowski expressed his concerns of trying to fill Spring Creek
Reservoir now and during the summer and emphasized that Wilder has senior
water rights. Taylor Scott said that the CPW can be very flexible with their
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refill plans this summer and that from a dam safety point, they plan on filling
the reservoir slowly, one foot every two to three days. Taylor said they will have
“hold points” as the refill gets higher in the reservoir dam and they can time
the releases to coordinate with TLUG’s needs. Taylor said they would be happy
to cooperate with this group to make sure the water users get the water they
need.
UGRWCD Staff Beverly Richards read a question from the chat box asking if
Erik Knight’s and David Gochis’s reports were looking at the same period of the
year. Erik and David confirmed that they are both looking at the same time
frames. David noted that the bulk of the difference is based on the different
figures the two groups are using in their models for snowpack levels and soil
moisture content. Erik said that the Colorado River Forecast Center’s model
does include some consideration for the dry soil but perhaps not as much as
NCAR’s model.
Chair Don Sabrowski told Dan Brauch that the group was trying to be more
conservative with ramping up flows and asked if this would be a detriment to
fish. Dan said that fry emergence is in mid-June and that this is the most
critical time for them but that he didn’t feel a few more weeks of low releases
would cause any problems.
Rory Birdsey also asked Dan Brauch about the effect of holding back flows in
April on spawning as it usually starts in about mid-April. Dan said there are
specific targets they like to reach for spawning and he will look at those curves
and report back. There was also discussion about how the five-day flushing
flows might affect spawning. Dan said that the 445 cfs flows are a method to
provide a flushing flow and might not be as effective if these are lowered.
Typically, in high water years these flows are around 500-600 cfs and this
ensures a better mobilization of the sediment in the stream. The consensus of
the group was to try to keep the fishery flows as normal as possible and still
keep releases low for the next few weeks.
At this point in the meeting, Chairman Sabrowski asked each TLUG Member
for their recommendation on releases.
After Erik Knight was asked to run some projections based on several options
for releases, the group eventually came to the following consensus for their
recommendation to the UGRWCD Board:
Today through April 15th: leave flows at 70 cfs
April 16-30: increase to 125 cfs
May 1-15: increase to 140 cfs
May 16-31: increase to 250 cfs
June 1-15: increase to 375 (plan for five-day flushing flow of 445 cfs)
June 16-30: decrease to 350 cfs
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July: keep at 350 cfs
August: decrease to 300 cfs
September: keep at 300 cfs until September 25 and then lower to 250 cfs.
October: decrease to 125 cfs.
This results in a end of October content of 70,050 cfs. Rory and Ryan Birdsey
said they would both like to see the flows reduced to 250 throughout the entire
month of September. This can be revisited at a later time.
Chairman Sabrowski noted that this is just a preliminary plan and the TLUG
members will refine the plan in May in anticipation of recommendation to the
Four Parties.
Chairman Sabrowski asked for any Citizen Comments and none were brought
forth during the meeting. John Bocchino submitted a comment via email prior
to the meeting and asked that it be included in the meeting summary. His
email follows.
Chairman Sabrowski asked Bill Hollenbeck if we could schedule a tour of the
outlet works at the reservoir. He said he would be able to do that but the
number should be limited to 20 people. The timing of this tour can be
discussed at the next meeting.
The next meeting was set for Thursday, May 5 at 10 AM. Chairman Sabrowski
adjourned the meeting at 4:18 PM.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

john@riffleandrise.com
Sue Uerling
Re: Notice of Taylor Local User"s Group Meeting, Thursday, April 7, 2022 at 2 PM
Thursday, April 7, 2022 10:19:56 AM
image001.png

Hello Sue,
I will be attending the meeting via Zoom today but would like to submit my comments in
writing here. I am doing this for a couple of reasons. One is that I have seen some
misquotes in the meeting minutes and various interpretations of what people have said
during these meetings, including comments from the public. And second, there is at times
a lot of emotion from different corners during discussions that seems to blur the actual
facts related to the current status of our resource and how to better protect it. So to be
very clear about what I want to say, I would like my comments shared with the group
during the meeting and also have my comments entered in the minutes as stated here
without interpretation.
I live full time on the Taylor River, and I still work on the river. This is my river too. As part
of the public that enjoys our water, I want to be able to provide constructive criticism and
feedback to any group that impacts the management of our water, including TLUG. Our
comments may not always be in line with the group, but we still need to be heard. I have
spent decades of my life on the conservation front and am well aware of how important
the fishery is. And I have seen first hand the impacts of dry years, low flows, and some
poor decisions regarding flows. I would like to be able to contribute via the public
comment process in a positive way and have my voice heard. I feel that having the public
comment phase of the process occur after the board votes does not allow us to be very
effective or have much of an impact. There are some of us who are able to share
information and feedback which some members could possibly factor into their decisions
and votes. And this is certainly true with regard to storage levels and flows during the
winter months. I believe all stakeholder concerns can be addressed, all parties can share
the water equally, and the fishery can get the focus it needs. The group continues to argue
about what the Stipulation says and means, and what can be modified and what cannot. I
think we can do better than this and focus on the facts related to flows and how to take
better care of the fishery. We saw in the last meeting how very small changes in spring
flows could allow for more optimum flows in the winter. This is exactly what I suggested
last fall during one of the meetings. It is my hope that the public feedback during the last
meeting regarding this matter will be considered in a more serious way and that we may
continue to provide our comments and feedback as equal partners who want to enjoy our
incredible resources here in this great valley for many years to come.
Thank you,
John
John Bocchino
Riffle and Rise
www.RiffleandRise.com

john@riffleandrise.com
(970) 596-0380

MEMORANDUM
TO:

UGRWCD Board Members

FROM:

Watershed Management Planning Committee

DATE:

April 13, 2022

SUBJECT:

Watershed Management Planning Committee Meeting Summary

A meeting of the committee was held on April 13, 2022 at 1:00 p.m.
Stacy McPhail, Jesse Kruthaupt, Nancy Johnston, Sonja Chavez, Beverly Richards, Cheryl Cwelich and
Sue Uerling were in attendance.
Agenda topics included updates on the watershed/wildfire and geo-fluvial assessments, municipal and
environmental assessments, recreation improvements at the Gunnison White Water Park, CWCB WMP
purchase order status, and grant opportunities being pursued.
As a result of these discussions the following action and discussion items were identified:
Action and Discussion Items
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cheryl Cwelich will monitor Gunnison White Water Park Improvements and need for grant
funding for the project, if necessary.
Sonja Chavez will continue to work on the development of the third purchase order from CWCB
for the watershed management planning process.
Staff will provide participants with a copy of the letter from the State Engineer’s Office regarding
streambank and floodplain restoration projects.
Staff will contact Brad Piehl with JW Associates to discuss storage of story map data and location
of story map for access from the public.
Sonja Chavez will incorporate policy on maximum indirect cost recovery rates as approved by the
Board of Directors.
Staff will continue to work with local municipalities to develop source water protection and
drought contingency plans.
Jesse Kruthaupt will provide staff with a list of potential projects that might be good candidates
for the Community Funding Partnership program ( Colorado River District).
Beverly will contact Ashley Hom to discuss additional stream reaches in Taylor River basin that
may be included in the geo-fluvial assessment.
Staff will review Boatable Days Tool report re-write for general public provided by Nancy
Johnston.
Staff will continue to compile report sections for the Phase 2 WMP report. This will focus on
sections provided by Wilson Water Group and suggestions for additional information will be
provided to Erin Wilson.

Next Meeting
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Watershed Management Planning Committee – May 11, 2022 – 1:30 p.m. Meetings will now be held on
second Wednesday of the month at the request from staff.
Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 2:15 p.m.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

UGRWCD Board of Directors

FROM:

Cheryl Cwelich, Watershed Program Coordinator

DATE:

April 18, 2022

SUBJECT:

Wet Meadows Program Update (April)

During the month of March and April, the following activities have commenced or been
completed in the Gunnison Basin Wet Meadows & Riparian Restoration Collaborative
(GBWMRRC):
Activities Completed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Met with Data Collection Team on March 3rd to standardize data collection processes.
Held first and second Strategic Planning meetings on March 4th and April 7th to discuss
landscape-scale planning, funding opportunities and outreach efforts.
Amended contracts with BIO-Logic and Wildlands Restoration Volunteers (WRV) to
adjust to appropriate grant funding pools.
Submitted Planning & Capacity grant application to GOCO for $158,100 on March 30th.
Submitted Congressionally Directed Spending grant for $640,000 on April 8th.
Attended Colorado Natural Heritage Program’s (CNHP) annual partners meeting on
March 11th to build important monitoring relationship and discuss strategies to reduce
52% indirect cost rate with CSU administration.
Attended Club 20 “Forest & Watershed Health” annual meeting on March 24th and 25th to
discuss forestry health overlap with Wet Meadows Program and explore funding
opportunities with forthcoming IIJA/BIL funding.
Coordinated interviews with Trout Unlimited (TU) and Crested Butte Land Trust (CBLT)
for their upcoming newsletters to highlight the importance of wet meadows work and
water resource management.

Activities in Progress
•

2022 Field Work:
o Field work will kick off with site recon at the United States Forest Service
(USFS) land at Black Sage Pass on April 20th-22nd with various agency
representatives and the downstream landowner from Double Hart Ranch.
o Bid Field Tour – Pinnacle Construction Gold Hill Excavation, Hearne Excavating,
and JR Perkins for bid tour on May 16th of BLM property for restoration work
more than $10,000; funded by BLM L17 funding agreement.
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•

•

•

•

Monitoring
o After receiving feedback from wet meadows partners, Teresa Chapman of The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) will be delivering a new standardized data dictionary
for the data collection team for use in the 2022 field season.
o The General Manager and Coordinator are in the process of gathering information
and scoping the project to assess the potential project cost to do environmental
assessments. If the project cost is equal to or less than $100,000, the UGRWCD
will seek bids from qualified firms. If the anticipated costs are greater than
$100,000, the District will release a request for proposal (RFP).
Continuity & Vision:
o The Wet Meadows Program key partners are providing feedback for the 2022
Scaling Up Vision & Objectives draft. We will meet again in September/October
to continue long-term project planning and discuss our new project ranking matrix
and outreach vision.
Outreach:
o The coordinator has received various enquiries from Western Colorado University
(WCU) students and faculty for volunteer, project, and workshop opportunities.
The Wet Meadows Program will host workshops in the fall of 2022 for students in
collaboration with High Country Conservation Advocates (HCCA).
o The Gunnison sage-grouse (GUSG) Summit at Western took place on April 4th
and 5th and was attended by the coordinator and all core Wet Meadows partners.
Funding Opportunities:
o The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) has released a call for proposals under
the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) to identify priority on-the-ground
sagebrush conservation delivery projects. This is the first of many opportunities
for the GBWMRRC to apply for large-scale funding. We are collaborating with
FWS and Gunnison County on a proposal and a Wet Meadows Program narrative
and budget of $955,158 has been submitted for inclusion in the proposal.
o UGRWCD NFWF grant will expire in December 2022. A component of the
budget is funding coordinators of $10,000 each in San Miguel and Crawford
Counties. The coordinator is working with representatives in San Miguel and
Crawford.
o Lack of affordable housing has impacted the Wet Meadows Collaborative with
difficulties in hiring seasonal agency workers and conservation crews. We have
drafted a letter to Western Colorado University’s president, Brad Baca, who has
expressed interest in discussing the ability for UGRWCD to rent a block of dorm
rooms during the summer months at a reduced rate for Wet Meadow work crews,
research students, interns, etc. This is still a work in progress, but we are
encouraged and will keep UGRWCD Directors updated.
o A no cost budget modification for BLM funding agreement L17 is being
developed in collaboration with BLM representative, Andrew Breibart, to adjust
for 2021 archaeology costs and the 2022 field season. The overall amount,
$325,000, of the funding agreement is not being adjusted.
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AGENDA ITEM 8
Scientific Endeavors Update

AGENDA ITEM 9
Gunnison Basin Roundtable

AGENDA ITEM 8
Gunnison River Festival Update

AGENDA ITEM 9
Miscellaneous Matters
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<---- Month to Summarize (change this number to look at a different month)
PRELIMINARY - SUBJECT TO REVISION

TO
Daily Summary for Month -->

Apr
Silver Jack Reservoir

Taylor Park Reservoir
River Call

Day of
Month
(1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Total
Tot (af)
Min
Max

Average Flow
Reservoir
1st Fill 2nd Fill Other
Gun
Tunnel
(GT)
3-Day 3-Day Ave.
Excess Shortage Average
GT
TP
Released after AU Excess Shortage
Silver Jack
Other
Reservoir & Releases TP Inflow
Account
TP Inflow after AU
Nat
Juniors In from TP and AU
TP TP
1st Fill - 2nd Fill - Storage
and AU Nat Inflow
Inflow
Nat
Priority
1st Fill
TP Res. USGS Compute Storage - Storage in TP and TP
Nat
and TP
(1=Yes,
Inflow
(1=Yes,
in TP
- in TP Storage
Inflow
Content outflow d Inflow
Inflow
Inflow
0=No)
0=No)
(cfs)
(af)
(af)
- (af)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(af)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(11)
(14)
(15)
(19)
(25)
(30)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

722
499
627
621
585
604
375
760
0
686
489
577
164
21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

681
611
616
583
611
603
521
580
379
482
392
584
410
254

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

57,317
57,331
57,345
57,359
57,373
57,373
57,345
57,387
57,470
57,526
57,582
57,623
57,623
57,610

30

30

1
1

1
1

6,731
13,351
0
760

4
8
0
4

7,307
14,494
254
681

4
8
0
1

57,317
57,623

75
75
75
75
69
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

82
82
82
82
76
70
56
91
112
98
98
91
70
63

999
1,982
0
75

Annual Summary (all values in ac-ft) Note: Reservoir content is the end of the month content
(days)
(days)
(af)
(af)
(af)
(af)
(af)
(af)
Nov
30
30
33,397
0
31,516
0
58,737
4,470
Dec
31
31
25,577
0
25,158
0
58,695
4,564
Jan
31
31
22,806
0
23,602
0
58,327
4,412
Feb
28
28
20,714
0
20,519
0
57,749
4,096
Mar
31
31
31,306
0
30,735
0
57,303
4,581
Apr
30
30
1,982
May
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
Jun
30
30
0
0
0
0
0
Jul
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
Aug
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
Sep
30
30
0
0
0
0
0
Oct
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
Total
365
365
133,801
0 131,530
0
24,104
Min
28
28
0
0
0
0
57,303
0
Max
31
31
31,306
0
30,735
0
58,695
4,581

Reservoir

Aspinall Unit

BP Accnt AU Accnt

SJ Inflow
AU
to
AU
Storag SJ Res Reservoir
BP Water e in TP Content Storage Storage - Storage - (af)
(af)
(cfs)
in SJ (af) in SJ (af)
(34)
(36)
(39)
(43)
(47)

Reservoir Contents

BM Res
Content
(af)
(49)

MP Res
Content
(af)
(77)

CR Res
Content
(af)
(100)

GUNNISON TUNNEL ALLOCATION

Total Aspinall Unit Inflow

AU inflow
AU
below TP
Change
In
Computed & with
Storage rel from AU Aug
(af)
CR (cfs) Rel (cfs)
(124)
(125)
(127)

20,902
21,065
21,228
21,391
21,542
21,680
21,791
21,971
22,054
22,249
22,444
22,625
22,764
22,805

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135
1,135

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

241,116
241,453
241,886
242,415
242,608
242,752
242,944
243,137
243,474
244,099
244,340
244,678
244,147
243,618

108,932
108,739
108,677
108,568
108,878
109,399
109,337
109,687
108,491
108,405
108,289
108,421
107,996
107,673

16,844
16,844
16,870
16,926
16,873
16,679
16,598
16,797
16,841
16,879
16,932
16,864
17,032
16,941

585
143
397
476
450
472
48
742
-816
578
177
403
-788
-945

972
681
681
684
720
733
732
734
737
741
854
927
1,134
1,191
0
0
0

1,213
699
827
870
899
922
708
1,060
277
984
894
1,081
688
666

1,154
2,289
56
112

34,805 20,902
36,415 22,805

0
0

0
0

1,135
1,135

0
0
0
0

1,135
1,135

0
0

241,116
244,678

107,673
109,687

16,598
17,032

1,924
3,817
-945
742

11,522
22,854
0
1,191

11,787
23,380
277
1,213

(af)
4,632
4,521
4,043
3,518
4,135

(af)
(af)
54,117 4,620
49,554 9,141
45,142 13,184
41,046 16,703
36,564 20,739

0
0
0
0
0

(af)
1,713
1,790
1,906
1,906
1,135

300
166
116
0
0

(af)
1,713
1,790
1,906
1,906
1,135

0
0
0
0
0

(af)
220,759
232,145
237,819
242,463
240,539

(af)
110,430
105,687
104,652
105,444
108,948

(af)
15,977
16,102
16,186
15,052
16,820

(af)
11,721
6,769
4,722
4,304
3,347

(af)
29,369
22,285
19,830
17,436
35,299

15,052
16,820

0
0
0
0
0
0
30,862
0
6,769

(af)
20,025
20,080
19,520
17,228
32,745
22,854
0
0
0
0
0
0
132,452
0
32,745

0
0
0
0
0
0
20,850
0
4,521

36,415
36,266
36,117
35,968
35,831
35,692
35,554
35,416
35,416
35,277
35,138
34,999
34,860
34,805

Aspinall

36,564 9,141
49,554 20,739

(af)

(af)
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

1,135
1,906

(af)

0
0
0
0
0
0
582
0
166

1,135
1,906

(af)

0
0

232,145
242,463

104,652
108,948

0
0
0
0
0
0
124,219
0
35,299

1st Fill

Contract Streamflow and Divs

#REF!
#REF!

Gun.
River
below
East
Portal
(cfs)
(128)

UGRWCD
Contract
water
(af)
#REF!

0
0

(af)

0
0

0
0

Type of Water Diverted into Tunnel

GT Divs AU inflow GT Divs Total minus TP
TP
Gunnison released Released
Tunnel
inflow
Inflow
Divs (cfs)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(131)
(132)
(133)

Tot 1st fill

GT Divs GT Divs - UGRWC GT Divs SJ
D
Rel from GT Divs Storage Contract 2nd Fill
1st Fill
Inflow by Water
for
Credit in
AU Exch
Rel
Rec/Fish
BM
(cfs)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(134)
(135)
(136)
(137)

399
399
399
353
330
345
344
344
344
345
351
332
540
483
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

573
282
282
331
390
388
388
390
393
396
503
595
594
708
0
0
0

573
282
282
331
390
388
388
390
277
396
503
595
594
666

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
0
0
0
0
42

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
46
0
0
0
0
0

5,308
10,528
0
540

6,214
12,325
0
708

6,055
12,011
277
666

112
223
0
70

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

46
92
0
46

(af)
19,420
18,851
18,453
16,989
24,617
10,528
0
0
0
0
0
0
108,858
0
24,617

(af)
604
1,229
1,067
239
8,128
12,325
0
0
0
0
0
0
23,593
0
12,325

(af)
604
1,229
1,067
239
8,030
0
0
0
0
0
0
11,169
0
8,030

(af)

(af)

(af)

(af)

Remain.
1st Fill
Credits in
TP and
AU
(af)
(140)

#REF!
#REF!

105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,832
105,832
105,832
105,832
105,832
105,832

0
0
0
0

(af)

0
0
0
0
99

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
99
0
99

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

105,832
105,924

(af)
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924
105,924

0
0
0

105,924
105,924

AGENDA ITEM 10
Citizens Comments

AGENDA ITEM 11
Future Meetings

FUTURE MEETINGS/EVENTS
TLUG Meeting - May 5th; 10 AM
 Watershed Mgt. Planning Committee Meeting - May 11th, 1:00PM
 Gunnison Basin Roundtable Meeting - May 16th, 3:00PM
 UGRWCD Board Meeting - May 24th in LAKE CITY (Set time?)
 Deadline for Letters to Judge for UGRWCD Board Terms - May 27, 5:00 PM
 Memorial Day, Offices Closes - May 30th
 Financial Audit by Paul Miller - May 30th - June 3rd
 UGRWCD Water Roundup at IBar Ranch - June 9th and 10th
 20th Anniversary of the Gunnison River Festival - June 10th - 12th


AGENDA ITEM 12
Summary of Action Items

AGENDA ITEM 13
Adjournment

